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By Paul Stern 
" .. ,there is some indieation · 
that he _may_ have ~ady- left for 
points unknown ~ something 
in exeesa of $120,000 in other 
people's fmidst 
_ The subject of that sen: 
tence, as quoted from a ·letter 
sent June 13 fro~ Ithaca College 
attorney -Walter Wiggins to 
Assistant District Attorney of 
TompkimtC01mty Willilll!l Lange 
is Barry Kat-::her, former book-
ing agent for the Ithaca ~llee_ 
Concert Commissi~. 
It was Katcher who booked ---Katcher also gave the.College a 
the Spinners at ,Ithaca College bad. check for $6,250 on the night 
last April 19. Katcher also of the Spinners ~ncert. About 
book~d Bruce Springsteen · and $9,000 of the $120,000 Katcher 
Little Feet for a concert on J1as disappeared W!_th, belongs to 
February 23. Those' last two Ithaca College. 
De-tripling Could 
Take All Se-me·ster 
by Toni Somma they could move off campus, 
creating· more rooms for the 
It will probably take all of incoming freshmen. 
first semester to de-triple the 
gi:oups never appeared at Ithaca 
College. 
According to Coordinator of 
_Programming and Student Ac-
tivities Jackie McGinnis, 
Katcher was paid $3,000 as an 
advance deposit for Bruce 
Springsteen and Little Feet. 
That money has never been 
returned . to Ithaca' College. 
Scheduling eonfllcts_ 
Terraces," said Director of Resi- However, before any of the 
dential Life, Don Runyon. · Terraces can be de-tripled, all 
The de-tripling process is a . the freshmen who were placed in 
Katcher had contracted with lengthy one, and is still in the _ dormitory lounges and in the 
the Concert Commission, then · preliminary phase. The Hou.sing Gard~n Apartments must be 
headed by Brook Ashby (now a Office ·has set up a priority list reassigned. According to Run-
Program Assistant) on February according to class. yon, "the freshmen will be out of 
3 to have Bruce Springs_teen and Those triples whil'h include the gardens in roughly two 
Little Feet perform here. It was upperclassmen will be de-tripled weeks." 
then learned that Plattsburg first and the all freshman triples 
State College had also booked will be last. 'fhe list. will be 
Bruce Springsteen for the same published shortly for the stu-
date. dents concerned. 
The two student interns for The Housing Office has 
· · · the Office of Campus ActivitieS, simultaneously been checking 
· Marty -Rauker and Bill out and confirming vacancies. 
"Hutchings_ ·learned, while attend- This is one of the areas of delay. 
... mg the . .National Entertainers The college, due to the $200.00 
Conference .Convention in Wash- deposit for returning students, is 
·- : ington, D.C., : ~at Little. F:eet obligated to hold all -rooms for 
Runyon has labeled the 
present housing situation to be 
"the worst in the five years that 
I've been here." He stressed the 
importance for the students in 
triples to keep in touch with the 
Housing Office, and specifically 
wrth Ellen Reifsneider, the Area 
Coordinator for the Terraces and 
Towers. 
· was performing in Europe and one week after registration. 
was scheduled to remain there As of 5:00 p.m. Monday, Runyon also expressed con-
._ throughout the time they were to there were fifteen confirmed cern for the freshmen who must 
..:. · have app~ared in Ithaca. vacancies. Out of these only five deal with the housing situation. 
: This led the Concert Com- were for men, two of which are in He anticipates trouble for the 
- mission to have serious reserva- Valentine. . - freshmen, specifically in triples 
, tions about dealing with · with upper classmen. They are 
· -_ Katcher. · . During the summer the already adjusted to Ithaca Col-
.- ·· Iii the m~anbme, the Com- Housing office also no~ified 200 lege. and may be _ m_ore of a 
'.: mission ha9._forwar_~~-$7,9~2.5~ students.-:on- •waiilna-_·lists. that'· ,'discouragement than'help to the ;;·-rw-·J{atchef..:.:to:c'iecure·· the_,,. ·/"'. . ~- new students. . -
· 
1 Spinners.---Most of "that money · · · · · .. · · 
. . - , provided half of the Spinners 
rate; $6,250. The remainder 
covered. the· fee for Strutt, the 
. While the Spinners appeared oir stage here last A-pril, their 
booking agent, Barry Katcher, WM handed a summons to apPear 
in ·court regarding $9,000 tlie College claimed he owes. them. -
Katcher has since disappear_ed,.. with:$9, 000-of I. C. s m<m.ey.; · first group for the ~oncert, and 
·. continued on page two 
Costly Anti-Theft System To 
Save Tiffie, Money, And_ Books 
The Ithaca College ·library 
spent an undisclosed amount of 
money this summer and installed 
a new electronic device which 
should greatly reduce_ the .num-
ber -of . thefts; according to 
Librarian Leo-Rift. · 
Rift estimated that each 
year the library suffers $5,000-
$6,000 losss, having to replace 
stolen · or vandalized books and 
periooicals. 
ing on the rate of inflation. 
Due to construction on the 
library this.year, it may be hard 
to test just how successful tile 
new system is. Rift · stressed, 
though, that the .amount of 
~oney that will be saved on 
.stolen ·books greatly exceeds the 
cost of the new "library 
watcher". . 
The library staff seems to 
have a very positive ·outlook on 
the new system. and thinks that 
service and convenience will be 
_ greatly improved. The days of 
. If a student tries to leave the waiting to have the guard at the 
door to check books and bags are 
gone, as many people can walk 
ou_t· the door at one· time. 
Another convenience - that 
Rift pointed out is that the ·more 
books are kept in· the library and 
not stolen, the more books will 
be available for use by the 
codmmfunityth. li~b-e genteafrfal atti- The new loss-prevention device at the library check out 
tu e rom e rary s seems ble · h · · ,__,_ t · · "''h 
to b th t th te . . ---... resem s anti- 1;ac=ng se ups sn airports. ~, e system, e a e sys m was dl ·t · h uld fi · if · le 
I 'd , th b · fit f th reporte Y qui e expensive, s o pay or 1tse ma coup years emp oye io.r e ene 1 o e · h $ -·-' lo d 
st d ." d . t . t th by preventsng t e '5,000 ann"'" ss ue to thefts. u en.., an IS no JUS ano er 
technological troublemaker from 
1984. 
library without,cheeking out his · · · · 
;:t~~~ Sutton Named Deputy Judicial Administrator 
one wi_thin. th.~ library_ 8!1d By Frank.Lewis trator,"PresidenVames Whalen, judicial system, Ms. Sutton doe~ re-opened. 
prevent"!~, th~ would-be thief - · announced yesterday. Mrs. hope that the judicial system can According to Vice President 
fro~ l~vmg •. -- · Margaret Sutton Adminis- Sutton will replace_ Carla Willi- serve more than one purpose. of Student and Campus Affairs 
Inf0rmat1_on on the sy~~·-.a trative Assistant to the Depart- ams who was appointed as staff "The judicial system should be an Gus Perialas, eight people were 
prodm;t:ot the~ Qorporation. IS ment of Drama•Speech_ ~as b_een assistant to the president earlier educational experience both for nominated for the post; three of 
not. 1'.8adil.Y availab)~_--dqe to nam~d Deputy Judicial Adminis- · this week. those who work in jt and for whom subsequently withdrew 
copm._~ht and p~nt . .. · .. ·. ·."' ... ,. · · · _-.- .' · -· those who come before it: I'd like their names from contention. 
regulaNt10~. - . -- - ·- - - - Ms. Suttol1 has se:rved in the to see it be a positive experience Whalen: said that" t~e recom-
th. ot~g. IS _foo~p~f •. and .\::governance structure of the · not necessarily only a mendat1ons he received were 1s dev1~; ~·.-no ,_~ceptio!1.· . . ;-.'CoDege since 1971 .. In 1971 she · punishment." unanimous for Ms.Sutton. 
App~ently.1t-ean also be act1va-. . .was .elected· Vice Chairman of 
t«:<f by · .me~~ : such -'as' · ring .: ,. Community Council. She served T~e Jl(?:Sition_of deputy judic- The appointment of Ms. 
bmders on_·no~~k~1 and· jewel.;-.·_, '·-·~.Vice.Chairman of Staff Council ial ad_ministr~~r b~e ya~a~t Sutto~ to th~ full ti~e position is 
ry. New· units :wilJ. be installed ·. ·.-ui .1972-13 •. before being" elected over the summer when- David _effect1ye as of this Monday, 
before the· end· of· this semester : : Chairman in 1973, -Last year Ms. . Knowlton · accepted : ~ job as however Ms. Sutton said that it 
'Ybich wilLeliminate tlie;pro~a~.: i :sutton w.as--Chairman c>J both the ombudsman at "Northe.-n- Illinois - will .be SO!Jle time_ before she is 
bility 'of.faise.-alarms~_said, Rift.·>· ;·_siaff.-Hiuidbook Committee and University.- CarJa Williams was ab!e to complete her work for the 
·- Cost :onJie· system wits·. not:-:, )ihe··Staff Council Personnel ·appointed ~n 4'uly- -to fill that ·Dram~-Speech Department and 
disclosed,-'however'. Rift:feeb{the .,. .~'conim.ittek·· .·. . -- opening. - . -: :- . '·. . , devote all her time to the _Deputy 
systenLwillf,amorttie ;it$el!'·,m·:;-s'. .. - .. .. · · Ms.- 'Williams; however, .. · Judicial Administrator]Jl)sition. 
a~ut .. !ouf ~~:~~ye8!5_; depend>, ·_·· While ~~rt,fug.iha~· she-will join~d-the -p~sident's $!fa_ f~w · · 
_._,.,-·-,.-.;,-.-:· _'-.· ·. ''. ,·.; '··.'·:,:·< ·':/\-'·'. ·,:-·_-·~·,not_be·easywith·offen~er8of-the weeks ago and the .position 
., ·, ~~ .. ~\-~: .. _:--~';/·:· .:l;:::: _··.: .. ~,' •'· : ',,, ;t·. ··:,·. -~.'·. - . - 1, - • • • 
• 
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By Cindy Schwartz in all aspects of student affairs," residence halls, including holding Association, was a· recipient of · women about their · feelings on Ms. Viotty noted. In her new down jobs that are comparable to the Steinman· Award for her the possil:>le problems that could 
post her respon'sibilities. will Resident,. Advisor · and Head · work in the' field · of journalism go hand in hand with starting off 
Not trying to confuse hous- consist of· student ·room assigJI- . Resident positions here at Ithaca while attending Penn State. · . the year with three, new Resi-
ing problems further, but ... stu- ments, housing policy, budget College, Nancy Krondstadt feels "While· I was at college, · dential Life members, with Don 
dents will soon realize that the matters, and what she terms confident in saying, '!What I'like knowing peopl~- ·in· the·· field · Runyon .. ·as .~he only· returnee,. 
Housing Offic~ is full of several >•overseeing the o'peratioris. as-'" most about· tny job -is· _working sparked my interest in this type there was a general concensus. 
~e~ energetic staff . members pect of housing". This includes . · with ·my staff and · having · such of work,'f · site · ·exclaimed . · - that was· evident in all . three 
f1lh~g the three opemngs made maintenance calls, dorm damage, good .contact with my· stlide.nts. Consequently~ she liecanie activ·e · answers. . 
available at the close of the / 1 · . . -. . . :'. •. · ::I After living in dorms for so rnany in the resident hall programming 
school term last year· . · ·:.'.'[_~f ( : . , years you start to get a feel for while at Penn :State. Nancy Krondstadt said, ".I 
. The _Ithaca_ College Office of . .;.;::.~~!'2 ";: ·,;:.' · .. the potential that's ·there." Ms. Reifsneider stresses the was impressed with how well the 
~s1dent1al Life; he~ded by , ;f. Ms. Krondstadt'!I· responsi- impqrtance of organization, plan-
D1krector Don Runyon is staffed bilities- consist of the business ning, and good leadership in · four of us got down to work 
by three new femal~ members r aspect of housing, including order to make matters run toget ber." Michelle Viotty had a 
this ~ear. _Th~d staff is composed :' :: maintenance problems, delegat- smoothly. "I see the residence similar view~oint when she s~d, 
of Michelle V 10tt)'.', whc:> replace~ ,, ing keys, and keeping . the ' halls as one of the most valuable "The four of us work together 
M.B. Jo~es as actmg_ Coordmator <·student rosters up to date; along experiences a student has in closely to find the most efficient, 
of Housmg Operations; Nancy . with her work with the Housing ·college," she added.. She also hassle-free way to get· every-
Kronstadt who repla_ces Jean · · ·;,....t staff members • and • her~ •daily feels that with '.the aid of. the . thing· done· in an · agreeable 
Tyner as Area Coordmator for ~ontact with students. Housing _staff members, and manner." And Ellen Reifsneider 
the Garden Apartm~nts . and Her comfortable office is members of the Intra Fraternity felt, "Since we all did have prior \.-
Quads; and Ellen Re1fsne1der, located in a rather unusual place Council, she will have a real experience, it wasn't a draw-
- on the first floor of Hood Hall. opportunity to implement her back. One advantage to working 
"I wanted to live on campus goals. with new people is the enthusi-
. · ~~ purchasing furniture, and taking along ,,with ~av~g _my !'ffice Having questioned all three asm they show in their work." 
'J• requests for improvements in there, . she said, It 1~ easier. to 
general areas in the· building; in · have informal . ~e~t1pgs , W:ith 
fact two-thousand ·dollars_ ·nas . · people ~his ~ay, .f~t~e~ than just 
heen set aside in a Dorm havi"!g a b'usine~s:lil_t~ Q(_fi~e .. _ .~t · 
Michelle Viotty 
Improvement Fund for such a · · 
purpose. 
Ms. Viotty has been very 
husy in the past week, as the · 
start of school brings many 
prohlems. including triples in the · 
Terraces and roommate hassles. 
Although students with Housing 
prohlems should bring· their 
complaints to their head resident 
who is th•.' new Area Coordinator or area coordinator, many stu- · 
for lht' Towers and Terraces dents still seem to end up in·her· · 
when Aleta Karem finished her office. "I encourage the students 
joh at the end of the past school to work. ·throtigli . the' ptoper' 
year. channels, as the other people are 
Ellen Reifsneider· 
·.·~-~.$9,000 Taken 
0 ' I • • 
. . . 
· [continued from page 1) · . 
. Katchers' commission. Katcher's check. Instead the 
After the 'Bruce Springsteen College- gave the group both of 
· - Little Feet concert fell through · its checks and Katcher wrote a 
the Commission contacted the $6,250 check to Ithaca College 
William Morse Agency .w~icb is enabling the show to go· on as 
the Spinners agent about specific scheduled. · 
things Katcher had done. Word Katcher closed his bank 
reached the manager of · the account the -day. after the ·con-
Spinners that Ithaca College was cert; · and Ithaca College has 
'having troubles with Katcher never · collected that money. 
·and made him.leery of Katcher-as Therefore, it cost the School 
well. . · . , . · $18,000 to pay for· the Spinners 
On °the night .of the e9n~rt appearance. 
Katcher was to bring a $6,250 Once all the.tr~sa~ti~ns had 
check fQr the_ Spinners, (that he 
... 
Michelle Viol.t.y graduated often there on the scene first-
from Ithaca College in 1972 with hand, and know exactly what is 
a R,1t·hPlor of Arts Degree in happening in a situation." 
General Studies, with an empha- . Nancy Krondstadt was ap-
sis in math and compu'ter pro- : pointed as Area Coordinator for 
gramming. Immediately follow- the Quads and Garden 'Apart-
ing graduation, she began work- men ts in ,July. She :eceiv~d her 
ing as a clerk-typist in the Bachelors ~egre_e m Soctology 
f'inanc·ial Aids office; and that's fron:iJ~~- l.Jm~ers1ty o! ~a~yland, 
where she remained for· three and lier· masters · d1:_gree in· 
yt•ars, receiving a promotion to G.Q!ll;!_g~..QQ!.IJl~lilJlnf. ~nd _ _Stµd~nt 
Assistant Director of Financial Pe~son?el_ ~d~m1stra~1-~n .~i:om 
is also easy to find.". · . . , . '. . . had -eollected . as . an . advance- taken place, Katcher was handed 
. Ellen Reifsneider, ~ ap- deposit) ·and the College·was to a·summQni; to.appear in court by . 
pomted as .an Area Coordmator ·provide the other $6,250 to a representitive of Walter·Wig- · .. 
this summer; comes from Clarion . ·completethe'gr.oupd12,500.fee, gins'! -the Colle~ attorney, re-
State College in Pennsylvania, .Being aware of the other· prob- gard~g fhe · disputed... .. $3~0o_o 
where she spent two years as lems incurred .during the Bruce resultmg/ll'Om the Bruce Sprmg- .. · .... 
R~side.nt 4-dyi~x: an~. Assistant . Springst~ com;ert ei:ig~gem~11,t . steen concert. . . 
D~an of Student Affairs. the ·eouege · brought · a third Ka~her _f3i!e~.t~ ~n~wer. the. . ·:. 
. Ms Reifsneider a member $6 250 h k . t , cas summons. The College then 
- - • • , -c ec ' JUS m e. ted th N J li 
Aids in 1973. tho Umvers1t_y of Delawar.e .. 
"l'vP always heen interested Having spent seven years in 
o.f~~he American. P~rsonn~I _and. Haying l).eard about the IC - _reques e ew ersey po ce ' 
Guidant;e . Association . and the . -Katcher difficulties, the Spin- _to try ~d. 1~~~-Katcbet: · ~u_t J:ie -
American Counseling. Personnel ners' manager refused to accept was not at hIS given address. 
By Andy Friedman 
When Stephen Tweedy dis-
hand(•d his traveling School of 
Geography and put his camper-
trul'k into storage, he ,.m_doubt-
t•dly had no idea that six years 
latPr 12 Ithaca people would 
ti:avt•I to Amsterdam to pick up 
tht• trut·k and bring it back to 
Ithat·a for use hy the College 
t·ommunity. 
Hut they did. 
Tweedy. a Cornell i,rraduate 
who spent. much of his post-
graduatt• lift• traveling the Eur-
opean continent in a 1967 Ford 
!iOO trut·k. donated that truck to 
tht•-llnited Christian Fellowship · 
(l!CF) at Ithaca· College last · 
spring. 
.: . 
The truck; however, was incredible, an inexpensive way of 
stored in Amsterdam, and it goi.ng to Europe, and "I could 
looked as though it might stay . take off right now · and do it 
there.· Through what l>rotestant again." The trip lasted five 
Chaplain Dale Winter termed a weeks and took the 'participants 
"really good effort of faculty, through Germany, France and 
students, administrators and Switzerland. 
downtown churches", $1500 was . The truck, nickn'amed "Big 
raised to provided the funds for Blue", caused quite a commotion 
shipping the truck back to as it traveled the tiny, cobble-
Ithaca. stone streets of France and 
Instead of arranging for its Switzerland. "People used to 
shipping, thoug~. Winter, his think a circus was coming to 
wife, and.12 local people flew to town," Ms. Wolff recalled. "The 
Amsterdam this summer and top of the truck' is just a green 
turned an errand into an educa- tarp, and .when the weather was 
tional, worthwhile and helpful nice we would take it off and 
vacation. . .. _wave to everybo.dy as we rode 
> Copnie Wolff .. CIIS secre:. along." . .'- _ ·: . - · : : . :·· -
tary who · was . one· of the-. -· · ·"Big Blue"isnot expected to 
voyagers, said the trip was cause such excitement here. 
Since the U.CF is a religious-
human awareness group that 
· supports the Pro_testant chaplain 
at IC, the truck_ will definitely 
not be -used by fraternities or 
clubs looking for transportaion or 
for parties. 
Winter emphasized that 
"Big Blue", which can house and 
. accommodate 12-15 people com-
. . fortably~ will' only be _tised for 
educational and service-to-
fellow-men adventures. 
"So many people seem to be 
contending .with life, instead of 
befriending,'' h~_ pointed out. 
"What rm interested in is how 
we can· use this vehicle in such a 
way that students can come into 
~n understanding and awareness 
. of their own gifts and importance 
':. ~- ~h! ~~~~d.·". • . 
· ---- lt.;vas-then learned that the 
Winter also mentioned that 
it should be used as a traveling 
classroom; for people to get 
together and travel to help other 
people, and so that the College 
becomes a better place. 
· "It just wgould not serve its 
purpose· if it were . used for 
parties," Wintenaid. He noted 
that he would like to see a·group 
formed within the IC community · 
calling themselves "Friends of 
the World", who would use the 
truck to "break down the person-
al and spiritual isolation so many 
people feel these days." 
Winter is open to all sugges-
tions for use of the truck, and 
wants very much for it to become 
an active part of th~ C!)mm.u~ity, 
Suggestions may be phoned in to 
him at x3185 or in person at his 
office in the basement of dorm 
three in the Upper Quads. 
N~w Jersey! police had been 
looking for Katcher for a while 
themselves. Supposedly he had 
failed to pay rent for his home, 
and had left . unpaid bills at the 
club he owned in New· Jersey. 
Several booking agents also 
claimed to be owed money by 
Katchei:. 
Rutgers University also lost 
several thousands of dollars to 
Katcher in their planning of 
conce~ In the letter from 
Wiggins to Lange, Wiggin_s g~ve· 
an indication of just how badly 
. Rutgers was hurt. 
"Mr. Barry Katcher has 
been successful in absconding 
with between $60,000-$70,000 in 
student funds from Rutgers 
University by employing sub 
stantially the same tactics that-
were used at Ithaca College." 
wrote Wiggins. 
Nothing irregular 
. Ms. McGinnis maintains that 
there "was-nothing irregular" in 
the way Ithaci College works 
with any other booking agent. 
"The 'way. we worked with him 
was th,e way we worked before.1', 
she explained... . 
Presently there is little· 
. Ithaca College can do. According . 
. to Bill Seldon, an attorn~y_ from 
, ·Wiggins' office; "We have judge-. 
ment but we're unable·to collect 
onjt bec~use of the difficulty in 
collecting on his assets and 
)~ting him personally."· That. 
ju_dgeinent 'bas _been aw~ded ~o 
Ithaca College by defau!t, · There 
·is· a judgement against· hi~ 
corporation and against Katcher ' 
personillly, 
·,• 
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SA8'.PlonsiExcifin1J,Y8-ci,Y 
by Paula Ward been. planned for October, but 
.dates •. times and places have not 
Before you resign yourself yet been set. You can. look 
to complete boredom;-cheek out forward to Allan Funt and 
the Student: Activities Board "You're OD Candid Camera,.. a 
(SABk The SAB-has something Car show and a Halloween Filnf· 
planned for almost -every night. - Festival. .An in . all,· Milgrim 
Sam Milgrim, who prefers .. believes that October will be 
the word "mediates" to "runs". "Absolutely ·outstanding." -
to ~escribe his job, is chairman of If you. fee[ the SAB is not 
the SAB. · doing -enough, don't just com-
Milgrim, and the··. various plain and mumble about it. - The 
committees, are anxious to • SAB '1faDts people to like what 
please the-students of J.C. They · they're doing and- they want to 
· want to hear all the criticisms, hear from you. You can call 
complaints, ideas, suggestions • · - Milgrim at· X440, the SAB at 
anything you have to say about. X377, or the Office of Campus 
· By Paul Stern 
the SAB. Anyone who is 
interested can .join the SAB, on 
Tuesday, September 8th, at f!:00 
p.m. in the Union -Cafeteria. The 
staff is anxious· to have neVf 
members, thereby bringing more 
ideas. The incoming freshmen class 
To give you an idea of what was officially welcomed last 
the SAB .does, there· are several Thursday evening by Ithaca 
committees, including - The Film College - President 'James . 
Committee, who gets such films Whalen, Student Body President 
as The Sting, shown the week! . Iµchafd Otis,; an~ ~esident of 
end of _September 20-21. There the lthaca' College Community 
is also a Speaker's Committee, a Council Dr. Firman Brown at the 
Video Tape Committee, a Week- convocation in Dillingham 
end Committee, a Recreation Center. 
Committee, and many-more. Whalen, in a short speech, 
Numerous a~ivities have welcomed the freshmen saying 
·Frosh Enrollment u·jf; 
S.till Short Quota 
Activities at 274-8149. 
Finding ~ut . what· SAB has 
planned is your responsibility. 
There ~ calendars printed up 
every_ month; obtainable in Eg-
bert Union, and s.everal phone 
numbers for your convenience. 
The staff of SAB receives no 
pay and no.commission. The only· 
reward they get is their own 
·satisfaction. .This is a "young, 
vibrant organization", open to 
the entire .campus and anxious to 
please the . students. They. are 
.. responsive to the students on 
campus" and they want your 
feedback. · 
that since both, he an'd the class' of 
'79 were new this year he might 
come to feel like part of the class. 
He added however, "Imight not 
be ready to graduate -when you 
do." 
The new· pN.?stdent told -~he 
gathering Qf' stude~ts and par-
ents that. the freshmen have a 
distinct -respon~ibility to Ithaca . 
. College; the responsibility to 
make a difference. · 
__ "The freshmen, you have a 
very important responsibility, as 
far as.-.J'm concerned, in these 
next few years, and that is to 
make a - difference at Ithaca 
College. Each class that comes in 
makes a difference. And I hope 
that you will spend some time in 
thinkingr· about. ·hf?W you_~ 
- ... -· - . -- 1 
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-.. ··What 's·_Go'ing Omi ·Her~? 
. The Crossroads Coffee House, located in Egbert Union, will 
present singer Tom Gunderson Friday at 9 p.m. 
Ford Hall will be the setting for these musical events in the 
coming·week: 
Thu~day, 4:30 p.m. - Piano Seminar with David Mulfinger 
Friday, 8:15 p.m. - I.C. Faculty Recital: Jennie Hansen, viola. 
with Paul Rosentiloom, pianist. Selections, Rondo from Mozart's 
Sonata in E Flat for Violin and Piano, K. 302, Schumann's Fantasy 
Pieces, Op. 73, Sonata Op. 11, No. 4 for Viola and Piano, by 
Christopher Rouse. 
. Upcoming: Dennis N' Hayes, jazz duo featuring LC. graduate 
Warren_K~I}: S~turday, Sept. 13 at 8 p.m. 
The Storefront, a non-profit community service in Ithaca, is 
holding-its annual benefit this Sunday, September 7th at the pavillion 
in Stewart Park on route 13 from 2-10 p.m. Appeariug will bl! the 
Peabody Family Band, Crossroads, the Run-Of-The-Mill-Bluegrass 
Band and Zobo Funn Band. Picnid dinners are invited and desserts 
will be sold at a bake sale. Donation is $1.00. 
FAMILY AND CIDLDREN'S SERVICE NEEDS: A· volunteer 
receptionist to man their ofice on Tuesday evenings, 5 to 9 pm, 
beginning ~ept. 16, . 
. . 
COMMUNITY ACCESS INTEREST GROUP NEEDS: Volunteers 
to contact local organizations to encourage use of public access time 
on Channel 2-TV, to teach video techniques, write publicity, cover 
and film local events, and help seek funding. Volunteers may choose 
an,r time to assist and regular monthly group me!ting will begin in 
Sept. · 
RED CROSS NEEDS: Volunteers to· be signed up as drivers for a 
new transportation program for the elderly and handicapped. 
Volunteers must have a valid rf?gUTar driver's license, may choose any 
days and hours for assignment, and will be covered by Red Cross 
insuran<>e. 
By Fred Rabinowitz to the College than males. ThIS
. make a difference at Ithaca 
Coll Th ali f lif EAST HILL SCHOOL NEEDS: Volunteer English language tutors is due to .the fact that "tradition- ege. e qu ty O e on - to work--:::With three Vietnamese children. Times and days can be 
Freshman enrollment at Ith-
aca College is up a significant two 
per cerlt""this year, according to · 
Director of Admissions Matt 
Wall,,but the School is still short. 
of its projected capacity of 4185 
students, due to vaca,ncies in the 
upper classes. 
ally m-ore femalei;; apply and have this campus ·is the backbone of . 
th Th d · 1:e arranged to suit the volunteer's convemence. better academic records" said e campus, e aca em1c ue, 
Thirteen hundred freshmen, 
700 women· aiuL '600 -men -·have 
entered Ithaca College this year. 
Over half of the incoJIIing fresh-
men are from New York. In all 
_:?6,_ states are ·represented, with 
New Jersey, Connecticut, Mass-
achusetts, Pennsylvania and Ma-
ryland ranking behind 'New 
York. · 
Along with the freshmen 
came 124 transfer students and 
89 readmits. 
More females were accepted 
Wall. He noted that the College the social life and your personal 
is. trying for _ a "reasonable life, and what you do is tremend-
balance" of men and women ously important.in making Ithaca 
without setting a fixed quota. · College att~active, not. o'!lY to 
It was- ,projected by the ,- ~urs:elves,. to your· c!)lleagu~s 
admissions committee last Feb- . but also to the people 'who will 
ruary that ideal enrollment for · come after you, and tb6se who 
this year would consist of 1240 have_ com~ -~f~~~ ~o_u· .. an~ who . 
"freshmen, 200 transfers and 100 cherish. thIS IDStlt~tlon. 
re-admits. However due to the Otis, a semor who . was 
. lack of upper class enrollment, elected ~tudent ~y President_ 
more freshmen were ·accepte'd:· last ~pril,.welcomed Whalen and· 
At present Ithaca, College is 60 tlle mconung students on behal! 
students short ofi'deal of the student body and then 
enrollment went on to offer the students two 
Originally 5500 applications _ words of adv!ce .. "f:ommittm!nt 
were received by the College. and unde~~g.: ·S~u~fl.mg 
1his year 70 percent of the · abouf'and slippmg thru_ here _is a 
applications _ were accepted as waste of ~ne of the be3t periods 
opposed to last year's 72 per of your life as well as a bad 
·cent investment of $25,000. Grab on 
· to somet~ing aJid don't give it 
Scholarships 
up ... if you make a mistake 
change, Mistakes are a part of: 
-1earning." · 
After these two had spoken 
it was Dr. Firman "bo" Brown · 
who really~ stole.· the ~how. · 
Brown delivered the same 
speech. .he has--:- delivered to 
incoming freshmen. for the past 
four years. He explained that it 
said everything he wanted to 
say, as well as he could say it. 
The Direct Mail Educational 
li'oundation · has announced ap-
-plications are 'now being accept-
. ed for all-expense paid scholar-
ships to the Direct Mail Market-
ing Collegiate Institute, Novem-
ber 2-7 in_Chicag~, lllinois. · 
The five-d~y lnst~tut_e, held 
October 1, 1975. . 
The text of that speech _i~ 
reprinted, in full.- on page four. 
These are just a few of many calls for volunteer assistance. 
Please call the Voluntary Action Center, 272-9411, Mon. thru Fri. 
from 9 am to 4:30 pm, or on Sat. from 9 am to 1 pm, for an 
appointment to these or whatever service interests you. 
·flleWsale 
.Gallery 
106W.STATE 
Holy mackerel, there's 
nothirig fishy about' OUR 
fi~h net~ I And posters~ 
The ONLY place in Ithaca 
for posters is the 
BOOK SALE _GALLERY 
art prints, fish nets, pipes, papers~ 
· puzzles, books and cards 
(!pen til 9_:30pm 
.... --·:· 
- twice annually, .brings informa-
tion and education on direct mail 
and direct marketing -1o top 
collegiate _ students _ throughout 
the country. 'It is designed to 
teach the techniques of planning, 
creating and producint effective . 
direct mail advertising and <:over 
all principles-of success~ _direct. 
marketing. The Instit~e faculty 
is head_~d by Edward N. Mayer, 
Jr.,- one of America's foremost 
direct mail practitioners and 
includes more -- than a dozen 
The Institute is conducted 
under the. auspices ofth~ Pir~t 
Mail Educational Foundation, a 
tax exempt foundat~on . esta -
blished to improve education in 
marketing communications. The 
Foundation also provides annual-
ly fellowships to full tinie adver-
tising and marketing professors 
for attendance at professional: -
Direct Mail .. 
Application forms and adtli-
tional information may be obtain-
ed by contacting- Ms. Dorothy 
Mueckstein, Educational Coor-
dinator, Direct Mail Educational· 
-Foundation, 6 East 43rd Street, 
New York; NY 10017, 212/689--
.WISHING-EVERYONE A 
4977. . 
leading mail marketing experts .. - Hidi~g a bicycle .to ~evelop-· 
Th th"rt · h l h' s to be leg muscles may become· .obso-· 
aw-ard ed . i lydsc ot, ars lipt .. and lete;: An· American ·inventor- has e inc u e rave o · · - . di · - ted · I from the Institute (from· any- repo~e Y mven •. _-a-sp~mg- oa- · 
where ·i · th.. -t· t 1 ded b.1cycle. that ,wmds·-~~e!C-Up ~ _ e con men , as you free~heel d~wn hill, 
~;:·A.), roo~s,- meals .-.an~- •·. -storing up ·enough· energy .to 
rse mater!als· · ,Ap~~ic!lt10!19 drive itself ·up over the· other 
must be .rece1v~d on &µ""Official . side - - ·· - · 
-ap--plicatio~ Jorm .an4 l>e. acc_olJ)p- ' 
anie_d by.a ~~m~f?ndation fr.im. .· . 
-a fac'!,llty:-m~~ber. · The ,dead~nEt. ~ 
for ,.rec~pt ,_o_f. ·appl~~tions_ js_ 
HAP-P_y· AND SUCCESSFUL 
.SC·HOOL YEA.R_ .o O O O 0 
-:_.·_·.·.-:_-.:.~-- .·.· . 
-·-- ..• >!-
• ~ <· --~ 1> -m~-. 
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~OOOOOOOOOOOOO"( o,·;;;:·. ·,Firman Br9wrf's?speetc:~rf' --- ' 
The Bicer:1f8'nnial Blbks -: ·-·-· . . . ~ -
:· _. · . F.or· the past four yeara · Chainnan of the home again. That •••. is all over. it is ended, it will 
, 
/1 
'i 
I 
.,, 
,/ 
\. 
·Drtmta-Speech Deponment, Finnan "Bo" Brown· never be the same again. Once you have packed' 
The 200th birthday of this nation will soon be has given the same speech to incoming freshman at· your fancy n.ew luggage (to be quickly damaged in 
upon us. Communities nationwide are disP,laying · 'the convocation. Even after four-years we feel that storage or sent back home) and bo~~ht far too 
official Bicentennial flags; In many towns, the Browns' address bears an important message 'to all many clothes you will never use, and Journeyed to 
department of public works are showing off their students. Ithaca College ·and committed yourself to the 
patriotism by painting their mailboxes. · _park _. · · . 'beginnings ·of ad~thood, you can't go home agaiir. 
benches and ·official city vehicles with red; white · . . · Yesterday you we,;e a· protected cbild--tonigbt you 
and blue stripes. Maps and guides are being· I really didn't want to be here tonight--~d are a young adult--an8 you sit here·already in a 
printed. Historical-vacation package ~~ are · when I left the privacy of.my own personal world a different and. somewhat ·uncomfortable new rela-
being offered by travel agents. In celebra~wn of few minutes ago to journey down and up the Ithaca tionship with your mother and {ather. Those· 
the values and morals on which this country was hills to appear on this platform there was individual~ si~ting besid~ you aren't wh~t they 
founded and in recognition of a mind-staggering considerable muttering in protest. You see, rm were when you were packing your bags yesterday. 
track record of technological and social advances in one of those organization men who believes in the They have already become more remot· -and, I 
only 200 years, the Bicentennial is bringing the organization, understands its essential necessity, would hope, they have already 1>eoo e more 
people of this country together. _ and wishes it would quietly go away and run itself. precious. You will discover as your ye go by 
Or so it would seem. . , : -: · . ." ~ •. ~-' .... :Bl!t: ~rganization -- including colleges -- ao not worlt here that .livin~ ~ rour old ho~e are ve~ unique 
But ~ the current rac.ial teqsion!l· iri BosW.n · · ·· . :· ·-that way, and we are gathered here tonight to and sP«ifie mdiyiduals--and if YQU grow and 
will attest, as the very existence of the Ku.-Klux ·.. . :begin together as fellow adults a jl)urney toward mature 'here with any-degree_ of intellectual and 
Klan will attes~. as the physical resistance to ... ~· ~h~ aequisition of knOwledge. That journey.needs emotional·intelligence you will discover two new 
busing in numerous parts of the country and the · us· all--parents, students, administration, staff, individuals, _who ai:e not only Mother and Father, 
announcement by oil companies that offshore ~ faculty--and the only true way it can be but also exciting and accomplished fellow !ldults. If. 
drilling is beginning in the best interest of the accomplished is through a deep trust of all college does nothing else it makes adult equality 
country (eg, bigger profits) will attest, "bringing involved, and a determined belief in the value of out of the family situation;· 
the people together" will require more than flags, the jo'urney. Each of us will get something I really di«;hi't want to come here tonight 
fanfare and folklore. different out of these next four years. That is as it because I didn't want to ask your parents not to eall 
And it is, really, up to us. should be. The essential point is that we mus~ all. you e~ery 24 hours and ~te you eve~ three da!s. 
We are the generation that broug~t the .... - . be aware and acknowledge -with respect . ~o:w. ').'l!e . ~14:lpl}o~e. umbilical cord IS a maJor 
Vietnam war to a halt with our message); of. peace-: · · . · valuable each of us is to the total process. · · technological monster. For your adult success and 
and "love thy fellow man." We,are the~generati9J.1::- .. I really didn't want to be here tonight ~ause .their!Jthe,lessp~~tNewYork telephone ean make 
who said women can do plumbing and nien can··ccy;' I didn't want to tell you that like all young peopJe 'out of the· dormito}'ies the healthier we will all 
and then stuck up for those rights, We are the across this land you are wonderfully self-centered; become .. 
generation who said if a man can fight for his there is no one more important than you, no one I . really didn't want to come he~ tonight 
rountry, he should be able to vote for those who more brilliant, more beautiful, more handsome, because I didn't want to teU-you that this gathering 
run it, ·and the 18-year-olds got the vote. more sexy, more with it _thru.i you. Your narcissism isn't what it's all about. What it's really all about is 
Instead of whitewashing fences and buildings, is at its height, you are the conquerors of the you--and you--and you--alone, individual, single, 
it is time to repaint ourselves. Time to reach out a world. And unless you begin immediately to put separate. And ·unless you become rapidly aware of 
hand and get to know the person next to you, as a some additional material into that brain of yours this- most challenging of · facts--and promptly 
follow American, as a fellow human being ... as · if and learn how to use these strengths of youth for proceed to do something about it for yourself, the 
you should really need an excu~e. . . : . _ the creation of a better world for yourselves it. will years you spend here may · be pleasantly 
Time to stand up and proclaim yourself as ail all fade quickly from your grasp :1Jld the glories you remembered but t!J,ey will hardly be stimulating, · 
individuat::-::without trampling someone else's right share today will become the hollow cliches of daily foundation s~nes for the alone, individual, 
to do the same. To communicate, and confront each tomorrow. . . singl~, sep~ate lives you lead in the decades 
other, with an honest effort to accept one another. · · I really didn't want to be here tonight beca:use ahead. 
Patriotic trivia is fine, if there is sincerity I didn't want to tell you that o~e of the major .So finally, I really d~d _want to come tonight to 
hchind it. If not, if we continue to rest. on_ our problems of your four years here 1s that you must speak for the Ithaca College Community, the 
laurels and claim we are Americans by spending . mature emotionally and intellectually _at the same administration, the staff, the students, the faculty 
$5.00 for a nylon banner, then that'ptriotic trivia is time. It's all such a bore, but that's the way it is. of Ithaca College and say "welcome." Welcome to 
reduced to tourist traP. gift shop merchandise ... the Just as you finally get sex and love and passion and the unbelievable possibilities. that· .await you. 
kind that proves you were there once, but now ~re. • ~~votion figured_ (?Ut; just as you finally have found Speaking for this faculty community: I can say that 
•/ 
home again and things are just the same. ou~ ·a11 you eyer wanted~ know abo~t sex, all those w.e a;re l;,rilliant, creative, imaginative, thoughtful, 
thmgs, we hand you a diploma which stamps you courteous, and kind--and· at the same -time we are 
academically complete. This is a major fact of the stupid, ignorant, u~aginative,, inc<insiderate, and 
co~~g ,fo!ll' years and we are here to try to he~p . d~wru:-ight. 1tasty. This makes of us wonderfully 
you . come 'to ferms with such situations. · Do normal human beings, wno-:-for'i:eesoh·s we and you 
understand that tears over a broken heart are as shall never really understand--just happen to want 
much a part of your years here as determinati~n tQ to join. with you in an adventur~ in the discovery 
complete the term paper and achieve a degree. and acquisition of knowledge. ___ It can be quite a 
I really didn't want to come here tonight splendid journey. Let us begin.· 
becaus~ I didn't .want to f:ell you that you can't go 
To the Editor; 
Once again ·the summer has 
ended, the school year is upon 
us, and sirnultan~usly Fresh~ 
man and Transfer'Fall Orienta-· 
tion has come to a-·close. This 
year's program Was C!)mpifed of a 
variety of -new and unique 
aspects to help the incoming 
students become. more aware of 
the great facilities available for 
them at their fingertips while 
students here afl.C. / 
'·· 
Thanking Y 9_u All: . ..-
1,1s include this unique vehicle in thahk all of the above for the help 
our program. I would-also like to we received from them during 
express my utmost" appreciation the program. · 
to all those connected with This program was a lot of 
allo:wing us to use the Perform- fun to work on and I hope the 
~ng,Atts:Building:~Thi:s beautiful,-·: new students enjoyed ·if.· ' · I· 
f:!\Jilding was a must for 'our believe the staff bad a lot of fun '. 
program ~a due.eto 't~e h~lp of even though at times things were . 
several· people we were able to quite . hectic and rough. The 
use it and in turn follow through program has come to a close and · 
with our program. I look forward to a bigger and 
Before closing thanks are even better program next Fall. : 
due to Gladys Dremond, the Thauk_you....e.v.ecy:one. for_.all .the.._ 
Dean of Students Secretary.· help received. 
Editor-ln-Chief .... Andy Friedmnn 
Because of these new fea-
tures iri the prograJ]l and the 
·unbelievable, low number of 
Orientation Counselors there 
was a great deal of extra work to 
be done by the counselors and al! 
those involved in the program. I 
would like to thank the 18 
counselors that wer-e there when 
needed, and this meant putting 
Gladys was always. so willing to 
tYPe things up, run· them off, 
plus ready to help in any capacit3< 
at any time., The entire 
Orientation Staff would like to 
Sincerely, · 
Chuck Riter · · 
Fall Orientation Chairman · 
Associate Editor .... Paul·Stern 
Advertising Manager .... Jelfrey Salkin 
News Editor .... Toni Somma 
Sports Editor .... Marcie Gorman 
Entertainment Editor .... Jay Bobbin 
Features Editor .... Fred Raker 
Photo Editor ... .Ian Hanigan 
Art Director .... Bob Don 
Sta.ff 
) 
. .,_ 
Mark Arvisais, Adrienne Baker, Chris Colter, Laurie Costa, 
Stevan deProsse, Ginger Fwok, Andy Gilbert, Diana L<>ngo, Rich 
Morse, Jphn Murphy, Claudia Rossi.· Cindy Schwartz, Paula 
Ward, Vann Weller,.Dan Zimmerman 
The llha,pn 11 PUllll,tiecl wnkli, :du.....,tlle Collete i,ur, 
exceptiitg the 1econd -ek ot Nov11111ber, UN thlrct weok ot 
Oe~t>er. the tint week tn'M.nch and titr•cond wHk of 
Ma',. Secon'd. c111s postap paid at ....._ New Vor1c;· 
Postmaster, pleue send form 3579 to: B11st11a1 M•na10r. Thr· -
ltlra,·,m· easement. Dorm 6, Ithaca Coll~. 1th1ca, .. N-
vork, 14850. Telephone Is (607t .274·3207.- Sulm:ripttons. 
colt sto.oo IH!r i,ea"r. tr•.oo ftu two veare-irio.:s2,.oo:,or· 
three ye,rs. Edltortal views reflect the ' opinion of· Iha· 
Editorial Board. They neither reflect tbe opinion of 1th1c1 . 
C:ollete nor necessartlV- indicate the consen,u1 of the student 
bolli,. 11, .. lrl1acat1 reserves the right to correct, edit. or refuse 
to~llh ani, material submitted tor publication. 
I 
in at times over 15 hours a da:y. . 
These counselors should re-
ally be _CQmniend~ for the .fine· 
job t~at ttiey di(! along with the 
technique used.to.follow through 
with -this successful program. I 
· would also like to thank all the 
facu.lty that..helped us out during 
·the week's _activities. Without 
the faculty's participation and 
: dedicatiQri, the academics and 
· some of the social features of the 
program would never have been • 
a reality. , · 
Thanks . also to everyone 
connected witb · Ithaca College, 
mol>il audiol_ogy · unit for letting 
'::.-. ' . 
' 
· ... , .. ·-.·:... ,_,,_\., ..... ·..:·· ... ;u'-"",. - . ., .. ... .. -~· ...... ' _· , ....... \ _J·,·· ,·; · ... ' ' "'-:" () ·-:\ ~ ,: . 
Editorial Points 
"We have\he p~wer to make\his the best 
generation in the history of the world .•• or to make 
it the last." 
John F. Kennedy 
_ "Maturity is but a short break in between two 
p_eri~s of adolescence." 
Jules Peiffer 
"Be what you would seem to be or, to put it 
more simply, never imagine"")'ourself· not · to be 
otherwise than wh11t it might appear to others that 
what you were or might have' been was not. 
otherwise than what you had been would have 
appeared to them to-be otherwise." 
. ' ·.. ~-Carroll 
~ - ; .... -- J' ...... '-= ·-· .. ; : ... .... ot• :. ,. .. ··;_:.~ •• .. \-.~ ... - • '.. 
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Looked For·summer Jobs? 
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, 
by Paul Stern 
[eontinued on page 19) . , 
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by Paul Stern 
' Dr. James J. Whalen became the sixth 
president of Ithaca College in 1975. ·Whalen· 
accepted the College's off er of the position on April 
6, and three months later he offtcitJIJ,y took office. 
Whalen's acceptance ended the work of the 
Presidential Search Committee, which had been 
established some nine and a half months earlier. 
That Search Committee, chaired by history 
professor Frank Fa/,cone, started narrowing the 
fi"eld of appUcants in November, after more than 
200 nominations for the position had been received. 
Whalen had served as presjdent of Newton 
College in Newton, Massachusetts since .1969. The 
college has been bought out by Bos"ton College and 
the two have merged starting_ this academic year. 
Prior to that, Whalen spent five years at Ohio 
University during which he se'fVed as Executive 
Vice-President, Vice President of Academic· 
Affairs, pean of Students, and Director of the 
Center for Psycho/,QgicaL Services where he 
started. Whalen also became a fall professor of 
psychology while at Ohio. 
Whalen, in addition to his presidency, comes to 
Ithaca College as a member of the Psycho/.Qgy 
Department faculty. 
In I.ate April Whalen visited Ithaca College and · 
at that time met with The Ithacan for two hours. 
Excerpts of that interview were published in the firwl issue of last years Ithacan. Portions of that 
interview, is· what follows. It should be 
rememberea tha·t this interview took place last 
April 24. -
Itharon: As I understand it you were offered a 
number of positions other than at Ithaca College. 
Whalen: I was involved in a number of other 
searches and, yes, we were the choice.o( several. 
Ith: So why Ithaca College instead of all the 
others'! 
Wh: I liked what I saw here. I think it's a very 
happy combination of academic programs, I think 
the location is excellent, I think it ought to- be 
attractive to students, I like the people and I 
thought all these ingredients in the private sector 
might just be exactly what I was looking for. 
. . . ' . . ' ' ' 
Ith: What will be your top priorities as president? 
Wh: I don't know yet. I think the major priority 
right now is to learn about Ithaca College. I have a 
lot to learn about this place and I think the biggest 
priority right now is to learn that as fast as I can, so 
I can then set my priorities. · 
I think that the most important thing is to 
promote the institution as a totality and to-dothat 
you have to know what you're talking about. So at 
this point I'm not sure I know what I'm talking 
about. 
Ith: How do you go about learning about a college 
and a college environment'! 
Wh: You have to talk with the people who have 
responsibilities in the various areas. I have to talk 
to students, I have to talk"to the faculty, I have to 
Lalk to the people in the administration. I want to 
hear what the various constituencies outside the 
college think. But most or all by being here, 
working here and living here. Hopefully it won't 
take a long time but enough time so that I don't 
make some decisions I would make in haste. 
Ith: People have called you someone ~ho will be an 
"al-home"· president, meaning visible on -campus 
most of the time. Is that a fair .. evaluation of how 
. you expect·your administr~tion to be? 
Wh: I would sure like to ttiink of myself as 
someone who will have high visibility. The person 
is always torn in a job like this; everybody has a 
particular piece of him they wanf, the alumni, the 
rund-raising, the faculty, the students. And I'm 
not sure if you can satisfy everyone as much as 
they'cf'Iike to be-satisfied .. But I do think that 
internal management, right now, in colleges and 
universities is very important; so you've got to stay 
home. I suspect that what you tend to do is hope to 
stay home during the week and then develop on 
weekends. Obviously you have to go down to 
foundations during the week, when they are open . 
but there are lots of programs and so forth that you 
have to shove onto the weekends so that you can be 
around duri.ijg the working week. 
·· Ith: The advertisement that ran· in some of the 
education chronicles seeking candidates for 'presi-
dent said i_n P!1rt, ''Th~. candidate· s~ould be · 
·sensitive to all individuals in the commun_ity, have 
tlle ability to unify diverse interests and programs 
on a residential campus, have a balanced sense of 
tradition and spirit of innovation, and should be an 
articulate advocate or undergraduate education and, 
graduate progr~." Do you feel as though you 
have all of those qualifications? 
Wh: Well that's sort of like walking on water. 
There are so many things· there. What I think 
people are looking for, what I hope th3y are looking 
for is, well let me put it this way; I-would·like to 
think that this job will present an ,opportunity for 
me to use what skills l have in conjunction with the 
skills other people 'have; in th~ administration, in 
the faculty, and the student body. 
Obviously, no, I'm riot going to be good at. 
everything. That's not possible for SQmebody to be 
good at e~erythin~. 
. Wh: It has to have a variety ~f things. First of all it 
has to h4ye ·a fairly decent track record in success 
with students after they lea~ co~ege, whether it's , 
jobs, getting appropriate jobs,"getting into ~hools 
to show· that the education they received was 
worthwhile. I think that's very important, and that 
is something you can measure. I think part of the 
thing you can't measui-e_.often times. is wheiher or 
not they're more· h'berated than they would have 
been had they not gone to college. · They might · 
have soote subjective feeliilgs about that. And I 
feel that, if someone feels they·bave·had a good 
experience at college then· they will think of their 
institution and they· will. support it. So I think 
· there ·are ·some intangibles and yet there are some 
real tangibles' in terms of~ was the experience 
worthwhile, µi ter,ns ·of the work world and the 
real world, and accomplishment; are you as good as 
the guy who graduated from another institution. 
Are you. competitive? 
Ith: There was great student concern this ye!f.l" 
about the tuition increase which made this college a 
$5,000 institution; and there are reports that in 
. New York State the snial!, private, co-educational 
·. · · institution, a definition which very much fits this 
"co1lege; ·a number of them will be fol~g in the next 
· · ·,· fOiir/five;·suc-years. The other problem is that 
students' facing the large ' increase are saying, 
'Pkay, why not go'to a state school where I can get 
perhaps the same type of education for less money: 
Ith: What are your strong points, or strongest 
·. points? 
Wb: I would like to think that I am 4 fairly good 
· idmiriistrator- and organizer,-·.and -somebody who 
can be tolerant of varying points of view and in 
some ways get people to work together. I don't 
. ·have . ~r;tise. in_ every. aspect of higher 
·educational administration/but I hope that my 
background will suggest that I'm able to bring 
people together and l~te some good people. and 
identify them ·and give them some support so that 
the institution ·moves forward. 
It's very hard, J'. thfuk for most people to · 
,.:..-decide what·t~et~ ~,:_~:,.--;I think you have to, 
. look at the track record and say 'well did you do 
that very well, and that fairly well?', and Jooking 
back .at my experiences rd say' probably _I was . ' ' 
"fairly" successful as a college administrator and a 
university administrator. Now, you have to talk to 
other people and get their assessment of that as 
well, and I'm sure some of the people did talk with 
other people. 
.'' 
Ith: Continuing with the advertisement, it 
says, ''The candidate should be able to maintain and 
encourage the interest and support of alumni _and 
insure continuing financial .support from outside 
sources." That is the other half of your job. Do you 
feel. you are qualified in those areas as well? 
Wh: . Well, I've. had experience, certainly 
experience with development in all its aspects: 
fund-raising, alumni affairs, parents working with 
groups to support the institution. Develop~ent is, 
fund-raising I shpuld say, is a series of failures '·." · 
mixed in with a sµccess now and then. It's like, I 
suspect, what keeps people at slot machines, yoti 
know, you constantly lose but you have intermit-
tent reinforcement; you might be rewarded one out 
of every ten, and then two times in a hundred . 
times, but you keep coming back, and"I think that's _ 
fund-raising. You get lots and lots of disappoit!,t- . 
ments, bl,!t you hang in there and then suddenly·· . 
something breaks. I know·that part of it. I enjoy 
working with alumni and institutions and il'.iterpre-
ti_ng what's go~g on ·.with the in~itution · and 
getting their feedback. ,All these groups are· 
terribly important in the success of a school. If you 
don't have a strong alumnae interest you've got" a 
very weak institution. 
Ith: Is that something you can build? 
Wh: I think you have fo, and it's a long time 
project. rm not familiar with what's been going on 
with Ithac~ College alumni, I Just don't know yet. 
But I don't think it fakes a long.tim~. 
This school was fo.unded.in 1892; that's a fairly 
good piece of history. , I'm sore there are families 
an~ groups of -~pie who are i1_1terested in this 
institution. . . . . - ' 
Y~u can't be proud of something _you're :not· 
willing to prom9te. If1 we~_re not going to 'promote.· 
Ithaca so that the graduates of 20 years and 80 and 
40.yeai:s ago.are going_ t,o_~e_el like the. students that 
graduated _in recent. years, _that it's ~ -viable and 
vibra~t_p~ace,-they're not going to support it. ·. 
I~h: What does· a ~llege ~;i~e to di:) ~-make peop~~ . . . 
· proud. of it? · · ... ·· · :· 
. ·,._ ____ - \,: - -· .. 
What can be done to keep the students here? What 
can be.~one to keep the school here? 
Wh: To remain private yoti have· to find private 
support. First of all if people are going to assure 
the Federal and State government is going to bail 
out all these institutions they're going to have a 
very, veey sad awakening in the next years. I 
think that the private institutions first of all have 
got..to get their share of State and Federal money, 
brought in hopefully on the backs of the students, 
in the sense that the student would get, some good 
support to go to a school that mi$'ht be a little bit 
more· expensive. Now why should the __ s_tudents 
then go to that institution? I think that the next 
thing' and a. very:. very· 'entical thing is that the 
faculty of ihe institution have to· be just superb, 
and work very hard with _those students and with 
themselves and with their. t:Qllea_gues· to_:make this 
· place special: So that it's· worth putting out a little 
·· bit more money to go to t,h_~_t special place. _ 
You know, there is an ingredient too, and I 
don't want this to be-misunderstood, but.certain 
institutions have class. And they have style, they 
have grace. And ·1 think 'those ·ingredients are 
worth something, whether it.,s in the faculty or in 
the student body itself or in tlie leadership, along, 
with a good educational enterprise; there ate some 
other asJ)CCts that I think are terribly important . 
Ith: Ho~ are style and class ob~ed? 
Wb: In some ways intellectually, because you're 
doing things in an excellent way. Sometimes in 
terms of humanity and the way in which people 
treat each 'other on campus. Sometimes because of 
the style of individuals. , It's -a combination of 
things.· 
Ith: Then i~'s people? 
Wb: ,()h definitely. ·Definitely~ would like to see, I 
don't- know the Ithaca campus well enough· but I . 
think that students who care about each other, who 
are polite to each other, who a.re humane, and 
themselves exude a little style and grace, they'll 
attract other students who want that. And I think 
the image youhave of yourself is terribly important 
in promoting that image, promoting tha,t institu-
tion.· · 
~._ -
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'Ith: ... _Wha~ is the role of th~ student in the 
\I;. ad~J1r of t~~ college, in -tther words, 
.. ·_-:_ ;~~'1fden~ ~~~t_ come. in your .. decisioil. ~ 
Wh: Students come to college primarily to learn 
and to manage their education, in other words 
they've ~ot a re!11 go~ in le~g,- they've got ~ 
real goal m working wtth the faculty to increase not 
only their skills but to liberate · themselves if 
they're, and I hope they would be, involved in the 
lilrerating arts. · 
I think the facultys' major responsibility is to 
fGach and to do scholarly work and to counsel those 
students. 
And I think the administrations' major 
responsibility is to ag~trate and to manage. 
Now_, _there. are times when the faculty and th_e 
adnurustratron and the students will have some 
investment in each others' territory. The faculty, 
for: example, ~n~ the students are not going to want 
unilateral dec1S1ons being tnade that really impacts 
on their part of their lives without having their 
sar, and therefore it see.ms ,to.m~. wh~ther you're 
using the present kind. of goverance structure you 
have . or presidential committees, or college 
committees or whatever, the faculty and student 
voices should be heard ·and 'people who want"to 
have an input should· have a way of having an input. 
But I do believe there should be some leadership at 
the _insti~ution, and I think certainly in the 
Presidents Office where after everyone is heard, 
whE:.re after the faculty through their appropriate 
~res has said, 'this js the wt1,y. we .think about 
thmgs', and the students .have Deel) ·-represented 
the~ .a decisio~ has f:<> be made and hopefully th; 
decision that IS made, some compromises and so 
forth, but that when a decision is made it is 
_supported. And I think the buck usually does.stop 
Jor the most part in the President's office. 
After the presid~nt has heard, clearly, what 
the faculty and students think, through the 
appropriate vehicles, he or/she must act on that 
information in the best way possible. 1µ1d if he or 
she d<M:s a goo~ j?b , ·malting enough right decisions 
they will be retamed and paid if not applauded. H 
they make too many wrong decisions then they will 
very probably be discharged if not beheaded. 
. Ith: · I'd like the first choice better. 
Wli: So d~ I. : B~t:, you see one of the problems is 
that if we're all going to spend all of our time 
ad°!in~trat~g when the .reason ~h~t basically . 
yo~ re h~re IS to grow, to.be educated, to manage 
your ed~cation~ process and to participate, but 
your maJor role IS not to be sitting all day behind a 
. desk summing up_ all the facts and figures trying to 
. figure put ~ha~ t~e decision should be; you ought to 
. ~~".e .a. .v~rc~ JD 1t · sure sbo.uld ; and-one of the 
problems m co1'ege administi;-atibn is how to do that 
most efficiently. Just because you have 47 000 
committees d~n't mean that people are ~ally 
ge,tting heard·. 
Ith: You are obviously familiar with our 
governance structure. 
Wb: · I\.:! read the goverance material but I don't 
have an immediate grasp of how it works. But I've 
got.a general idea of how it works. 
Ith: With the knowledge you have of it do you find 
any changes necessary in it? 
Wb: I'd- certainly like to explore changes from the 
top of the institution to.- if there is a bottom 
probably is no bottom; Right starting with th; 
Board of Trustees. I really.think a hard.look should 
be taken at the goverance of the Board of Trustees 
.H~~ does ~hat operate? I'D,J.-not s~sting that if 
1sn t ope_ratmg well. I'm s~ply saying ~~ ought to 
have a nght to tak~ a look at the top and work right 
through the college on goveran~e.' 
Ith: What should be the .role of the Board of 
'l'rustees? 
Wli: '.fh~ Board has· several very important roles. 
One 1s interpreting the school to the various 
~ublics. Whether it's the State, the Federal 
~vernment, the community,· _l think that's a very 
important role. And to serve often times as a 
buffer between those communities and the campus. 
Where they can help; where they can help to 
pr:otect the academic environment from those who 
nught not ~therwise understand it. I think thEt 
B~d of Trustees has a very important role in 
findmg support for · the institution, financial 
support. 
-
Ith:· ---Should they be re~ponsible directly for·· 
support? ,. 
. . . . 
'!,11= You mean should they·give themselves? 
. )th: . Shoulsi it be a requin:~ent_ of some sort? 
l_Vh: Every Board•membei sh~uld to th~ best .of his 
or her· abi,lity gi~e ,somett:ing,,-because it shows 
dedication to tlie institution. Now some people are 
~ble ~ giv·e thousands of dollars and others can 
only give ~- few hundred. But by giving a few 
hun~red of a persons who's; well I've got a Board 
that 1S co_mp~_ed of, fro~ the college rm presently·· 
- ---- -- -• --•-•-----·---·--- -- ~-SA, _,_ ••• • • - OS •' ~ 
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given of.th~ir weal~ and ~~e ~l\Ye almo~Q,thing was some of the ~ughest ye_ars !or universities in 
. ~ut_.t~e:r. fa~: a fail'-s~are. · That ·say~ something\ ~ that are~, "'.~at ~!h, §tud_~llfstrikes _and employee 
, when·tlieydo.thattothe besi ohheir,ability. :Now ·:, ~rikes.· ~h yes,. ~vi:~~~ the m1d«!}e·of street 
a Board should have a variety of people on it; and nots and a lot of unrest. · 
some of those people· are not going to have any 
wealth, and that should be understood. 
One other thing, the Board, because it is 
drawn from a variety of walks of life seems to me 
has a respodsibility for seeing that the institutional 
goals are accomplished. And those goals, if clearly 
stated are . the responsibility of the Board and if 
they. the students or faculty or administration are 
out of ~e in one way or another they've got a right 
to say what they think. 
Ith: How can that be done? Being so far removed 
from the college how can they be responsible? 
Wb: Well it's a happy balance of removal and 
!nv~lve!Dent. How does the Trustee support an 
mst1tution and at the same time not geJ; involved 
wit~ the ad':°!nistrati~n, and how do you develop 
policy so twtions don t go out of sight, so there 
academic freedom, so the students do have a voice 
I think you can do it; certainly it's difficult lik~ 
anything else. How do you get people to 
participate. I mean you know as well as I do that all 
students and all faculty do not participate given the 
opportunity. Very often times it's a very small 
group of people who are participating and I think 
sometimes one can be led astray simply because 
there are a small group participating. 
-!th:: ~ ~Jillti_ng about involyement, people getting 
mvolye~: ~ :This campus. is often called very 
apathetic. For example we just had elections for 
student body officers; all but one position ran 
unopposed ... 
Wb: I noticed that. 
Ith: 572 people out of 4,000 voted. How do you 
~urn that around? How do you get students 
mvolved? How do you get faculty involved? How 
do you curb the apathy of the college? 
Wh: I wish I knew. You know this is a problem I 
have ·heard for so many'years, of people saying 
people are apathetic. I don't know if it's apathetic, 
they may be involved in things they think are more 
important than the priorities. Apathy goes down 
the drain certainly when your ox is being gored and 
people get very active then. And maybe the issues 
that are being dealt with aren't terrib~y inportant 
to people. 
Ith: Yet wht:,1 you are having an election, for 
example, for the student body officers and you can 
barely get together five people to run on one party 
and_ that's all you can get, wouldn't it appear 
obvious that there is an apathetic situation? When 
thr~e out of 1300 seniors run for the student body 
cabmet, there would seem to be something wrong 
somewhere. Is there anything a president can do? 
Wh: Yes, he can make some mistakes and then 
peo~le ~t very unapat?etic. There is nothing 
mtgtcal you can.do, I don t think. I believe you try 
to set a style and exp'ress a concern and hope that 
people will follow the lead. Sometimes people don't 
get involved because they feel satisfied. It's not 
always a bad thing when people aren't running 
around screaming and shouting. I think when 
they're dissatisfied like, 11.5 I said, when their ox is 
being gored, people are a little more active. Also 
the national situation I think over the last few 
years must play a role in this. People have been 
disappointed in the participation and in what has 
been happening and maybe some of that is reflected 
here. · I don'.t like. to think of it as a very terrible 
thing. I think it's important that ;,ou· bring it to 
people's attention and you ask them to get involved 
because they can have a stake in things and if they 
really do have a stake in things then they may very 
well get involved. ' 
Ith: Have you ever had to deal with a ;ituation 
with a campus unrest? 
' 
Wh: Yes, when.I was Executive Vice President of 
Ohio University· back in,-w~U througJi _1966--69, i 
. . . 
.. ~ 
Ith: What was your role then? 
~: Our responsibility basically was for , ;.:e 
internal management of the institution as Execu· 
tive Vice President. I spent more time with the 
po~ce, I suppose, than I did with anybody else 
try!ng to keep order and helping to see that our 
residence halls, we had a very strong resident hall 
program because we had 18,000 students there to 
se_e that our resident hall directors were working 
Wit~ our s~udents and basically we escaped any 
maJor, ser10us problems. But at one point the 
Governor called in teh N_ational Guard and that 
created a major problem, but fortunately the 
campus repsonded in a way that forestalled what 
happened later at Kent State. But there, for the 
grace of God, we could have had the same probelm 
had we not had a good staff. 
. My job really was overseeing the operation, 
trym&: to keep pe?p.le calm and reasonably 
orgamz~d, :1nd also givmg them an opportunity to 
say their piece. 
Ith: Changing the subject just a while, if I could, to 
the personal side of James Whalen; when you were 
a kid, say seven or eight, do you remember what 
you wanted to grow up to be? Any idea what were 
your childhood dreams or ambitions? 
Wh: Very early on I wanted to be a teacher, I liked 
the idea of teaching. I was interested in psychology 
very much and so I thought the idea of practicing 
and teachi~g psychology; I wanted that I guess 
from my mid-teens. I thought that was important 
to me. I think as I got into college and so forth I 
even thought that one day I'd even like to be a 
college president. I never thought that I would be. 
Ith: Why a college president? 
Wh: I suppose it was a romantic notion. In those 
days college presidents were seen as having rather 
nice libraries ·arid ttie{ s·moked ·pipes and wore 
tweed coats and students respected them and 
faculty like.d them. It was the idea of an academic 
environment, an environment where education 
would continue. 
Ith: What makes James Whalen tick? What 
inspires you to do what you do? 
Wh: I like to see things work well. I know that's 
now very profound but I really do. I like to feel 
.that you can get into an environment, particularly a 
collegiate environment, and get your hands around 
it and you can say, 'here is a place that works well.' 
What does that mean? Not just efficient, but 
where the teaching is excellent , and the scholarly 
work is excellent and there's peoplewho are in the 
faculty who are called to the faculty light. And 
there are students who really get concerned and 
can turn-on about that. And where the 
management of the institution is good, and you're 
sta~ing in the black. There's 3:_happy balance. I 
don t feel comfortable when I feel we're using our 
re~o~rces poorly or we're not accomplishing our 
m1ss10n.. There are some pretty poor administra-
tors in this country and they drive me up the wall. 
And if some faculty aren't doing as much as I feel 
they should and we tend to throw darts at each 
other; I would rather see an environment where 
we work togfther and promoted each other. 
Ith: What do you -demand from yourself? What d·o 
you demand from others? 
Wh: From myself, I try to get a full measure each 
day. I would like the place I am to be the best but 
certainly in the top group. I would like to think 
that the group I work with is better than the other 
groups. I'd like to be number one. It won't kill me 
if I'm not, ... We talk about excellence in people and 
they all say well that's a hackneyed term and so 
forth, but I think you've got to strive for the best. 
What.. would anybody think of somebody if they 
announced they were going to reach for mediocrity. 
That's hardly going to do very much. 
I enjoy working, I enjoy being involved. 
Ith: What are your great expectations of the next 
three or four years of Ithaca College'? 
Wh: I have to give that some thought. I have been 
thinking about that and I'd like to think I'm on the 
threshold of something that's really going to be 
sp?cial, very unique, and th:it Ithaca C;ol_lege is 
gom~ to have even more prommence. I'd like to see 
Ithaca College have some real national prominence 
so that students would be attracted to come her; 
from far and wide. Now you say there goes another 
~reamer;, but I'd like to dream a little about the 
P«?Ssibility. But in order to do that we're.going to 
have to be special in_ certain ways. And one of the 
ways that I can think of to be special is that 
somehow this community of faculty and students 
does so_mething that most college$ and universities 
Jia.vEln't ~een ab!e to do an? that's -l"eall,y...be...super. 
. p~ductive and super mvolved in scholarly 
achievements and so forth. 
• I 
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WICB: Two ~'SPecia1•• Stations· - I byJayBobbin 
I 
WICB-AM 'Program Di -
rector Scott Lancey hll,!!_ an-
nounced the beginning of three 
special services offered to the 
station's listening audience. 
"Unclassified" Ads are offered 
free of charge to the Ithaca 
- College Community: the notices 
can be used by (and for) students 
in advertising rides and similar 
services. The Music Calendar 
billboards upcoming artists and 
concerts in the Ithaca area, with 
emphasis on local playdates. The 
Events Calendar makes mention 
of all daily activities· available on 
the I.C. and Cornell campuses. 
91 WICB-FM:, Itha~'s top 
contemporary music station; is 
once again presenting · special air personalities predict will be 
programming. Among these future hits; and "Recollections," 
shows is "American. Top 40", a Ithaca's number one "oldies" 
weekly countdown ohhe nation's s}iow. Hosted ·by Chuck .Rey-
most popular music which is nolds, "Recollections'.' received 
heard each Sunday fr~m 7 to 10 over 10,000 requests iast year, 
p.m. (and between 1 and 4 p.m. and it is expected that a record 
Sundays on WICB-AM). Host number of calls will be taken this 
Casey K,asan presents Billboard year. 
Magazine's "Hot 100''. in the . Each Sunday. from 4 to 7 
world_ of popular music. Pro- p.m. WICB-AM Gl · presents a 
'duced each week in Hollywood, new program :..of "oldies"· music 
"American Top 40" is an instant . "Oldies, Incorporated." Host 
documentary on the· musical Jay Bobbin focuses on a specific 
life-style of the United States. · theme and a particular artist 
Additionally, 91 WICB fea- weekly. This week, "love" so11gs 
-tures: "Future Primitive," a and Elton John will be featured 
show highlighting both tradi- on this p(Ogram geared especial-
tional and contemporary jazz;~ Jy for the J.C. community. . 
"Spotlight,"., introducing new - Requests are welcome at X3216 
mu~ic releases which the WWB or 274-3216. 
MOVIES IN ITHACA 
Ithaca - Jaws (PG): Roy Scheider, Robert Shaw I State· Walking Tall, Part 2 (PG): The further 
an~ Richard Dreyfuss take on a very hungry great adventures of the late, crime-busting sheriff 
white shark. 7:00, 9:15 p.m. Buford Pusse~. 7:00, 9:00 p.m. 
Cinema - Funny Lady (PG): - Barbra Streisand Temple· Love and Death (PG) - Woody Allen is at 
returns as Fanny Brice, with James Caan and it again, zeroing his humor in on Napoleon's army 
Omar Sharif as the men in her life. 7:00, 9:30 p.m. this time. 7:30, 9:20 p.m. . 
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REFRIGERATORS FOR RENT 
- . 
APARTMENT SIZE 
BY MONTH OR SEMESTER. 
Want to manufacture. gold? I 
Britis~patent No. 14,204, filed in I 
1884, tells you how! Cut your I 
whole straw into square, . fine I 
nips, put them in cold water ·for · -
· ten ti.ours at a steady -09 ~agrees I 
farenheit; strain the liquid ofi · ~I 
into a china dish and, leave it I 
s~,nd for 24 hours at ~ te~pera- , I 
ture of 60 degrees farenhe1t. The · I 
surface skim you will find when I UNITED RENT ALL 
363 ELMIRA RD. ·Z13-1807 : you return is gold .. ·,.:·. I-
··-·' 
-----------
. . 
SAVOY ARDS 
Announce Operl Tryouts 
tFor leads And· Chorus In 
Gilbert & SuHivan 's.: 
'M.IKADO' 
. ~· - ' ' 
There's nothing ~quiie like beinEPi sailor on _ 
furlough and finding love overnight. However, . 
when .y9ur romantic interest is a pool-shooting 
hooker who hSS'-a teenaged .mulatto son artd is 
pregnant again, things can get complicated •. James 
· Caan .~ertainly learns this lesson _in . Cinder~Da. 
Liberty. Marsha Mason received an·• Oscar 
nomination. for· her ~rformance as the sensitire 
prostitute, and Eli Wallach appe81'S as a Navy . 
-comrade of Caan. Directed by Mark Rydell, the . 
_ story is set m the seamier section of New York City 
and features two songs written and performed by 
Paul Williams. · · 
· An· elderly gentleman and his cat ... unusual 
C()mpanioJ!S on a cross-country ~ excursion that 
celebrates the human spirit. Barry and Tonto 
presents Art Carney in the· role that won him this 
year's Academy Award u "Best Actor." Ellen 
Burstyn and Larry Hagman appear as his children; 
this offheat~--tol!chirig _film was directed by Paul 
Mazursky (who also filmed fflmne in Love and Bob 
& Carol & Ted & Alice); . 
Looking ahead to future weeks of Ithaflicks, 
the S't'udent Activities Board (SAB) will present 
Kurt VonnegutJr.'s Happy Birthday, Wanda June 
with .. Rod Steiger ·and· Susannah York; 'Paul 
Newi:nan ·and · Robert Redford in the greatest. 
swindle movie of all time, The Sting; Robert 
(Nashville] Altman's Brewster McCloud; and the 
Marx· Brothers in their comedy classic, · Animai 
Crackers. ' 
TIIlS WEEKEND'S GUIDE; 
--
Cinderella Liberty,, Thursday at 9:30 p.m., 
Friday at 7 and 9:30 50 cents. 
Harry and· Tonto, Saturday and Sunday at 7 
and 9:30 p.m.; -75 cents. 
NEXT WEEK'S COMING ATTRACTIONS: 
Thurs. and Fri.: Richard Dreyfuss in The 
Apprellticesliip of Duddy ·Kravitz. · 
Sat. and Sun.: Charles Bronson in Death 
Wish. (Prospective muggers, beware!) 
. . ' ' ' ~ .... 
,, 
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·.film Overview 
_ by Darryln SearJe 
It seems that this is · the year for great, 
entertajning films. As yet, there are very few that 
I have found disappointing. Maybe we're finally 
bouncing back from that artistic slump that 
American filmmakers seem to have been in. A 
shining example is the_ block-buster sequel ·to· 
Funny Girl, Funny Lady. which is the current 
attraction at the Cinema. 
A··caseof 
-Non~stoP ~~Jaws1'q 
Producer Ray Stark brings back Fanny Brice 
in all her glorio._us splendor. Barbra Streisand again 
proves her unabounding energy and talent as s~e 
turns in another awe-inspiring performance as the 
"funny girl"· who endeared herself to thous,!Ulds:·-
(Streisand won an Oscar in her first outing as 
Brice.) . 
James Caan co-stars as the second "Mr. Brice" 
whose unfinished charm and hustling wins a 
dubious -place in the heart of America's Baby 
Snooks. Caan despairs as he slowly realizes that all 
bis devotion _and feeling for Fanny can't break the 
magical spell that .Fanny's "first stuffed shirt" 
(Omar Sharif) has her under. In this seemingly 
small, yet truly significant way, Fanny Brice 
resembles Gone With the Wmd heroine Scarlett 
O'hara; they both reach with both hands for 
something- something they're sure they need-
when the only true form of love and security are 
right under their nose. And two women, who 
seemingly have what every women could want, end 
up tragically alone. 
The lavish musical numbers are the main 
attraction of the film, surpassed only by the 
uplifting vocals numbers of the supreme Streisand. 
Her strong clear voice · (which exudes all the 
determination and drive so ap.parent in her first 
performance as Funny Girl) and her marvelous 
comedic timing both add up to another equally 
superb acting job. 
The ever-youthful Roddy McDowall is an extra 
plus for·this film (as he is for every film in which he 
appears). And, for those who are convinced that 
the ~ppearance of Omar Sharif was the highlight of 
i :-
. i 
.. 
.. 
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- Funny Girl, he can also be seen in this sequel -
although he doesn't fare as well in Funny Lady as 
he did in Funny Girl. Sh~ who.h!IS~ only a few 
acting moments in his career, bas none in this ftlm; 
even the starry-eyed Fanny fi.nds him a trifling 
bore. · 
With the exception of a poor, obviously 
contrived ending (developed, no doubt, to avoid the 
possibility of yet another sequel to the Fanny· Bri_ce i 
story), FWlDy · Lacfr __ is an excellent. film which . : 
ccimh:mes aesthetic and listening pleasure to create I 
a truli e!J-te~aining,J:1]ovi~. .,. } -
••• -
By Jay Bobbin 
About fifteen months or so 
have passed since impressionable 
people were crying that they 
were in desperate need of an 
exorcism, in response to an 
___enormouslY"f)Opular film entitled 
The Exorcist. 
Virtually the same thing is 
happening today, and it can lie 
fully expl~ed by a single word: 
Jawsl. The playful scream used 
to be, ''The devil made me do it!"; 
now.- the nation's beaches are 
filled with shouts of "Shark! 
Sh.ark!" The unfunny fact is that 
some of these shark alarms are 
the real thing ..• a Daytona Beach, 
Florida teenager who ·recently 
had his leg amputated following 
an unprovoked shark attack can 
vouch for that. 
~The influence of Jaws can be 
seer_i and felt almost everyw~ere. 
People are sporting shark 
T-shirts and relaxing between 
the great white's teeth .•. which 
are printed on a terrycloth· beach 
towel. The paperback version of 
Peter Benchley's bestseller is 
selling like wildfire, and another 
softbound book on the making of 
the movie ("The Jaws Log" by -
-co-screenwriter Carl Gottlieb) is 
also doing well. A discotheque 
named "Jaws" has opened in the 
New York City area, and on 
radio stations (ih northern New 
York, at least), the theme from 
Jaws is a.bigger hit than "Love 
Will.Keep Us Together." _ 
Meanwhile, beach resorts 
have been. pulsating with slight 
· · tremors. of apprehension when 
the visitors go near the water. 
Long Island is still getting large· 
gatherings of swimmers, and it 
seems ,like th~re's-~- good chance 
of meeting a shark in some 
sections.· Quite a few shark 
sightings have been phoned in to 
the area police since the unveil-
ing of the movie, but people seem 
anxious to find out whether or 
not the sharks are really there 
for themselves. 
Within the motion picutre 
industry, Jaws is regarded even 
more as a phenomenon; it is, in 
fact, a savior of sorts. Largely 
on the boxoffice pull of that film, 
the summer of. '75 has been the 
most.. profitable one that movie 
theatres have ever had. For 
Universal Pictures, Jaws affi.rms 
that company's position as a top 
(if not THE top) producer of 
money-making entertainment. 
It is staggering to think that 
the terrifying hit is still playing 
only in exclusive engagements; 
when it hits "showcase" (or 
second-run) theatres, the addi-
tional profits will undoubtedly 
propel Jaws into its now-inevita-
- ble position as the highest-gross-
ing mm· of all time. 
(Highest-grossing, _ that is, in 
terms of profits, not the film's 
content, which is also gross if you 
think about it.) The film's three 
stars - Roy Scheider, Robert 
Shaw and Richard Dreyfuss -
have received an immeasurable 
career boost, which may culmin-
ate in Oscar nominations for one 
or more of them in the spring, 
The crowds and money that 
Jaws has amassed need no 
comment; they clearly speak for 
themselves. Audiences sere.am 
their heads off and come out of 
the theatre totally exhilarated, 
having gone through a nice, safe 
nightmare-for two hours. As for 
the cash, like "Ol' Man River," it 
just keeps rollin' along ... much to 
the delight of Universal's parent 
company, MCA, and its stock-
holders. Last June, after only 
three days of Jaws exhibition, 
MCA's stock jumped several 
points on the exchange. In that 
short period of time - only 72 
hours - the m·ovie had raked in 
over $7-million. That was only 
the first of many records Jaws 
has set since then. It took Gone 
With the Wind 36 years to gross 
over $70-mill~on; at this writing, 
after only two months of release, 
Jaws is on the verge of topping 
it. In these inflationary times, 
that's saying something. 
It appears that a valid point 
can be made in favor of the 
electrm,ic media (films, TV and 
radio) over the printed media, 
using both Jaws and· The . 
Exorcist as examples. In their 
original written form, both 
works were successful - but only 
within the literary world. When 
both books became movies, how-
ever, they also developed into 
social phenomena; having seen 
the movie first, people are now 
rushing to the stores to buy the 
book. 
It could be that people want 
to be shown images to keep in 
mind and relate to when they 
read, rather than let their 
imaginations "miss the mark" 
and disappoint them upon view-
ing the film. Whatever the 
explanation, it seems certain 
that the link between book --and 
film will not break; movie 
producers are constantly buying 
the screen rights to new bestsel-
lers and classics. It is safe to 
assume, though, that few of 
these will ever match the social 
impact caused by the fil!lling of 
Jawir.· The shark epic is 
· currently playing at the Ithaca 
Theatre. 
[Editor"s Note: "Film Over-
view" is a new column which will 
appear periodicaU.y when a film· 
1uerits more exploration than in a 
regul.ar review. [ 
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If you're new In ,own, the Tompkins County Trust Company 
suggests that a checking illCCOUnt In a good local bank Is an excellent 
. way to start hanallng your financial affairs here. At the Trust -
Company we offer a couple of options. Both kinds of account give 
you a MONTHLY stat~ent and one of them Is bound to be best for 
you: 
$ -- accou!!t during the monthly statement period. ¢, Monthly Bglance Service Charge $300.00 or more . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . No Charge 
$200.00-$299.00 ........................... $1 
REGUµR CHECKING nccount service charges on personal · 
cheeking accounts are based on the number of checks and deposits 
recorde~ plus a monthly m!Sfntenance charge. Earnings against total 
charges are based-on, the lowest balance appearing on the statement: 
Eedicbecl( and deposit recorded .•.. _ .. · 1i charged 
Maintenance per month .•.... : ...... 50ii! charged 
· Earnings per $100 balance ~ ......... 1st credited 
' ' 
MINIMUM BALANCE CHECKING This ls the account some 
banks call "Free" ch~g. but of course It Isn't free at an: Your 
service charges are based on the minimum balance In the account 
each month. There Is no·serv1ce fee If a balance.of $300 of more Is 
maintained. Service charges are based on the lowest balance In the 
$100.00-$199.00 .... -....................... $2 
0 -$ 99.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3 
RAINY DAY CHECKING The Umbrella Account Is a checking 
account (either kind mentioned above) with a line of credit that 
p~t~s yo~ against overdrafts. The Rainbow Account Is a straight 
write~yQur·own loan credit account that you tap when you need it by 
. simply writing· a Rainbow C~eck. 
Ofc:ourse, as a full service bank, we offer the whole range of 
modem banking services including six different savings plans, 
mortga~e, _commercial and personal loan service and Master Charge. 
We've been here for 139 years helping the people of this area with 
up-to,date banking, served up with old fashioned warmth and good 
hum.or. Our customers will teH you so. 
Gome Join the Trust.Company family of customers. You'll soon 
_discover ~hy we say ... Good thingB·stp;t·· 
at the Trust Com.. ·. . . 
~- --• pa,ny 
. . . r .. 
Tqmpld,is -CoulltJ,i"rustCompally 
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· wishes al1,lth&ca··co11ege slud8nts 
ahappyNewYear ·. 
· , Ro~ Hashana Services w-il.l be held at Corn·ell -
Froday,_Sept. 5: 
Orthodox .. -Young Israel Hqus.e 
Conservative -Statler Auditorium 
Re_form -Annabel Taylor Hall 
7pm· 
7:30pm 
7:30.p-,~ -
There wi 11 be a get together for everyone 
at Annabel Taylor Hall 9_- 9:30 
Saturday, Sept. 6. , __ 
Orthodox -Young ~srae~ 
Conservative - Statler 
Reform -Annabel Tay·lor 
Sunday, Sept. 7 
. 8:30am&7pm 
9am&7pm 
10am 
. 
Orthodox -Young Israel·-
-Conservative;- Statler 
8.:30am 
' - l •• 
· Bus ·sc.h·edule: 
Friday/Sept. 5 
. . 
. ' . 
Busses are provided to and from Cornell for 
services. They will leave from in front of the 
E~bert Union. _ 
9am 
Bus departs: 6:45 pm returns: .9:00-pm 
Saturday, Sept. 6 
Bus departs: · 9:30 am returns: 12:45 pm 
Sunday, Sept. 7 
Bus departs: 9:00 am _ returns: 12:45 pm 
·, ..... ,_ 
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Tuesday Sept. 9 &-Wednesday Sept.10 ; 
~, 
Hillel sponsors: · . . . . . / 
Good-Bye Cf)lumbus . 
.~ and·· . .. 
. Angt,I Levine: , 
Union.d~ni,-g 11@11 -m 75c donation.._ 
• ., .,·. • - '. -.! .. , • .- .,._ • ' • 
Hillel 1975: Allis~n Sokoll · Arlene Silverman· J'anet Horowitz· R~bin Gordon· Marc Bi~de'r :o~icex3323 
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You've Got A Friend At ....... . 
by_ Fred. Raker students who are currently living 
in the Garde{l.__ Apartmen_ts or 
you've got a friend at off-campus - should inform the 
- ·Egbert Union. desk employee of their telephone 
ft might be trite, but it's number when they find out what 
trµe. Designed to btjng people it is. That way it will be placed in 
from all areas of the campus the College phone directory; 
together, the Union offers many thereby making it easier for all 
varied programs and facilities. their friends to get in touch with 
Through informal association, them. 
shared services, . conveniences General information about 
and activities, all members of the activities and events occurring 
College community may_ congre- on campus and elsewhere can be 
gate and get to know one another obtained from the congenial desk 
iri an unstructured. atmosphere. employee (No fee; only a smile is 
The Union Lobby, complete requested). The Penny Lane 
with comfortable chairs and Sweet-- Shoppe, a concession 
sofas, is a great place·to·get away which "s'iill,s an assortment of 
fr.om it all in between classes and candy and nuts, is a· tantalizing 
other exhilID'.ating activities (i.e. _ attraction at the lnfprmat_ion 
air hockey, pinball). Located in ·Desk. _ 
the lobby is an information desk, Located off the _east side of 
a check-cashing booth, bulletin the lobby is the ·snack Bar which 
boar«Js, a drinking fountain, and is operated by the SAGA Food 
telephones. Tables can be set_up · Corporation. Adja~ent to the 
for groups who would like_ .to Snack Bar is the Buffer Lounge 
solicity there. If anything is to (no, that's noi where you get 
be sol,!i, however, a permit must your shoes shined) which handles 
be obtained (i.e. refrigerators, any overflow of people from the 
subscri~tions). - All on· anq Snac~ Bar. It's also a convenient 
off-campus publications can also· place for faculty and students to 
be found there. · meet and discuss the world's 
-- The Information Desk is pressing problems--such as that 
located in the center of the lobby. . "C-" that should have 
Students working behind the been "A".' Along with the chairs 
desk provide pertinent informa- and tables is a color·. TV that 
tion concerning activities, ·special _ carries the highly popajar Home 
programs, Iodation of facilities Box Office programs as well as 
and personnel on campus, infor- regular cable sI:iows. It is also 
mation about Cornell (the used ·as an extension of the 
"other" school) and downtown Crossroads Coffeehouse. 
and other interesting facts. The Furnished nicely, the Cross-
Desk personnel.sell a variety: of _ ;-oads.i~ open for studY.., medita-
local and out-of-town news - · tion, rapping, etc. during Union 
papers. They· also serve as hours. After 6:00 p.m. it is used 
campus phone information oper- ·for a variety of educational and 
ators; receiving.calls for informa-" social programs; there is also a 
tion concerning telephone num- wine_ Q_ar:. The coffeehou~ may 
hers _of students, faculty, staff be scheduled for use by jndivid-
and the administration. Those uals or campus· orgaajzations 
. •' 
Office Of Campus Activities Hours 
Monday -. Friday 
Saturday 
8:30am-5pm 
6:30pm-9pm 
9am-12 noon 
Pubijours 
Sunday - Wednesday 
..; - Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
7pm-12midnite 
4pm-12:30am 
4pm-6pm (Happy Hour) 
-4pm-lam, 
4pm::,~pm- (Happy Hour) 
* 
through the Office of Campus concerts that take place in area 
Activities Program Director. An colleges. 
uprisht piano (as compared to a The OCA also handles re-
slouching piano) is available servations for the use of rooms 
there for use by all community and · facilities in the Union, 
members. lecture halls TlOl, T102, T103, 
- Now, what would a college S202, and S303 after 5:00 p.m. 
be without a pub? Unthinkable. People may sign up for and 
So located off the north side of receive keys . to lockers for 
the lobby is I.C.'s Pub. Beer, _darkroom use· or to keep their 
wine and snqcks are available as cue sticks in. There is also a sign 
well as special programs. up for outing. equipment which 
Refreshments for parties can be includes tents, showshoes, cross-
purchased there along with six- country skis, back packs, day 
packs to go (for those late nights~ packs, cook-pots and car-top 
of studying) .. A,color TV keeps canoe carriers. A $5.00 deposit 
the cultured -class happy; it is required for the key, either-for 
carries most Home Box Office a semester or the year. When 
shows as well as regular cable the key is returned the money 
TV_ programs. The Pub also will be given back. 
offers lunch from 11:30 a.m. to On the east side of the third 
2:00 p.m. Monday· through Fri- floor is the Games Room which 
day· · ·A variety of· sandwiches offers a variety of recreational 
and pizza are available. facilities for the enjoymen.t of 
The Office of Campus Activ- students and others in the 
ities Services [OCAJ personnel College community. These in-
are responsible for the Campus elude an assortment of pinball 
Activfties Information Phone · machines, billiards tables, ping 
· (274-3120 or X3120). This pong tables (no paddles or balls, 
number connects one with taped just tables) and other table 
information about ,various up- games. Also housed in this arena 
coming activities on campus. . are sewing machines, ironing 
The College Lost and Found bo d d · d 
"Service is also located in the ar s an irons, an type-
writers. Sports equipment such 
-Office of Campus Activities. as tennis rackets and balls, 
Persons finding or searching for volleyballs, rubber footballs, -
lost items should report to the rubber baske.tballs and frisbees 
office. Those who have loSt can be found there if one cares to 
money in the Union· vending indulge in activities of that 
IJ!achines will be given refunds. nature. 
Other services include a tele-
phone for outgoing calls; a The Darkroom is open for 
· duplicating · service for typing use by all community members. 
resumes, audio-visual aids for It is situated off the west side of 
non-classroom events, fireplace the Games Room behind the 
tools f~r. _,the· fireplace ·in: the cohtrol counter. : ·use of the 
Crossroads, jumper cables and. Darkroom riiay be applied for 
shovels. · Tickets can be pur- through the OCA. 
char;ed fo:r on-campus events and In the southwest corner of 
maj9r .. concerts- and for major - the third floor is the Student 
Government Office. The office 
contains lounge space and a 
conference table for meetings, as 
well as desk space for student 
government officers. The Office 
serves· as a meeting room for 
students in general and for 
government officers to discuss 
business; and to get to know one 
another (X3377). 
The following student per-
sonnel offices are located on the 
third floor of the Union: 
Office of Counseling and 
Orientation 
Office of Career Plans 
Office of Residential Life 
Office of Financial Aid · 
Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity 
One of the three campus 
dining halls is located on the 
ground floor of the Union. The 
dining hall is convenient for 
residents of the Quad Dorms. 
The Job Room (adjacent to 
the south side of the dining hall) 
and the Demotte Room (adjacent 
to the north side of the dining 
hall) each have a capacity of 40 
persons and are furnished with 
attractive tables and captain 
chairs (If you're a private you 
can't sit in them). The Job and 
Demotte Rooms are available for 
meetings and special meals. 
They can be scheduled through 
the OCA. 
The general Union facilities 
include pt_1blic telephones (on the 
ground floor and second floor), 
three centrex phones __ directly 
opposite the OCA, a ride bdard 
on the ground floor, and a U.S. 
mail box right outside the north 
entrance to the Union. 
Egbert Union brings people 
together . 
Eg~ert Union Building Hours 
Monday - Thursday 
Friday 
7am-lam 
7am-2am 
8am-2am 
8:30am-lam 
Important Phone Numbers 
J.C. Information 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Check Cashing Hours 
Monday - Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
10:30am-4pm (up to $25) 
4pm-8pm (up to $10) 
lpm-6pm (up to $~) 
lpm-6pm (up to $25) 
Penny Lane Sweet S~oppe Hours 
Monday -'Friday 
Saturday 
Su!Jday 
7am-llpm 
8am-llpm 
8:30am-llpm 
Ti~kets 
274-3201 x3201 
Campus Activities Information 
274-3120 x3120 
OCA Office Phone 
274-3149 x3149 
Games Room Hours 
Monday· Sunday 12 noon-ll:45pm 
Dark Room 
Monday - Sunday 12 noon-llpm 
Outing Equipment 
Monday - Friday 10am-5pm_ 
Lost And Found 
Monday - Friday 
7pm-l11m - · · · 
(Home Football Games--opens at 4pm for 
Happy Hour) 
Monday - Friday ~ 10am-4pm 
Monday - Friday 9am-4pm 
Saturday 9am-12 noon 
· ll:30-2pm (Lunch) 
*** 
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All Smoker's- Supplies 
Paperbound,Books 
Pipe Repairs 
Magazines 
Newspapers 
Elections for this year's 
student congress off-campus; -
graduate and· garden apartment 
representatives will be held 
Monday, September 8th in t~e 
Egbert Union lobby, from ·11 
· a.m. to 3 p.m. · 
A,:,· the start of a new year, 
and with a new student _body 
president, congress chairperson 
Bill Shayne is extremely optimis-
tic _about the potential of con-
gress during 1975-76. · 
"Student congress can start 
to make a good reputation for 
itself this year, but to do that, we 
on a permanent meeting place ion.- . 
and time: __ This year, Shayne hopes to 
Last year, student congress . have a very accomplished track 
was thrust· into numerous spot- record, by' both serving the 
lights; becoming involved in a students and malting changes for 
re-organization, the _Magruder. the better with the College. 
controvel'SJ', (in which Watergate _. Anyone who is interested in 
· conspirator Jeb Magruder al- student government is asked to 
most spoke here), and the call Bill at (274)-3366 for further 
student Board of Trustee elect- information and inspiration. 
Putting Finishing Tou·ches 
On Friend's Hall 
need good representatives who · By '.foni,So~ larger rooms suited for 40-60 
want to accorilplisli ·-something,'' · · · · · · · · - · · · · J 
-.~rs.on p~sses.. . ·: 
he stated. . Frieitds'Ha!I' re~ovatioo pro- . The renovations have also 
The first . meeting will be · cess is coxnin'g' to an end. Aside provided more space, for the/ Art 
held in the Tower cafeteria, · from a f~w finishing touches the History department and/ the 
Tuesday, Sept. · 9, at 8 p.m. bulk . of the work has been Computer Room. 
Representatives will then decide completed. 
fPlllll!llllmlllllll-aaaa ..... am11111111-1m111111111:am--1111111111•am11m---- The remaining work consists 
Cayugan 
.Starts Up 
, I,' 
of installing materials which I 
have not yet arrived. According 
to the Assistant to· the Provost, 
~ijf s~~~i(,'1'Jie !>ig problem 
with the building (Friends Hall) 
By Stevau de Prosae 
Starts up tonight 
I 
.. '· iias b~n' 'the'. delivering of 
materials." 
Scoones expects that most of The Cayugan, Jhe Ith~ca 
the materials will arrive and be College yearbook, 1s startmg 
installed within the next few early this year. According ~o 
weeks. All installations will take , Cayugan editor Bill Shayne, 
place when classes are not in '_'The earl~ start ~ give us a , Date: Thursday, Sept. 4 session. Jump on time, to bnng out the 
"Although we've lost a num- best ye:11" book in our history! 
her of classrooms we've made up Editor Shayne f!els that the 
for it in the flexibility of the more peop~e working_ on the 
building" said Scoones. He book, a better book will be the 
along with representative mem~ pr~uct. "We need your ,help to 
hers of the faculty and lldminis- put out a ~?°k you'll remember. 
trati.on, . worked on planning the and keep, Shayne says to 
Time:9:30 
Place: Cayugan office 
( center basement Landon H~I) . renovation. · students. Many of the desired coodi- "In ~he past ·yearbooks h~ve 
WE NEED YOU 
tions for a learning situation bee!1 designed for the graduatmg . 
were ,incorporated into the plans. . sem?~s and only !or now. We are 
For example, distracting and ' workm_g to design a yell:book 
obsolete objects wer.e removed that will fr~eze the memories of 
frorit'inside the classrooms such 1976 for all I.C. stude~ts so that 
as· bulletin boards · with ~dver- .,they wjll l!ave ~e11_~g ~ their 
tisements and coatracks which years from now he reflected . There are stiU Editorial positi~n$· . ; .. w'ere'seldorii'used. ;More black- . : -·. The (ir~t ~a~: ~~etjng 
boards were installed in their is today (Thursday) Sept. 4 at 
plac(l. 9:30 in . the t?ayugan office, Weneed: ,.,• I, 1 ·u 
hotographers * sp~rts * layout-
·_ ·Size'· of: the· classrooms was .J~~ed .. ,11:i .. th~,,, c~,P.~~~ . ~f )~e 
an important change. ·Ithaca ~don Hall_baseme~t. Anyone 
College desperately needed mtereste~ m workin~ on the 
smaller rooms available for sem- Cayugan m any· capacity should 
inars, ae'cording to Scoones, come to the m~t~g f.o?ay ~r 
having lost· inoney to officed con_tact t~e. Edit~r~m-Ch1ef Bill 
'space.. The demountable parti- S~ayne at 274-3366 or _x3366 late 
· tions which will be installed in mghts. 
F302 will allow Jor smaller rooms 
suited for seminars · as well as 
Come down and look us ov~r 
If you want to workmaa. - hanging canclleG 
we'll find,,-~~-ce f~r_yp~ the aron sh_OJI ' ' QOWNfOWN 11'.H~C" 
. .: ' . 
272·5101 
-~~ ....... - "., .... .,.· .... :-,.: .. ;:.,,_.,.,-..r ... :' ~ ..... ,..., - - i,.,, .. ,., . -
The All-New IC Student Congress 
·]'st meeting Tuesday,, Sept. 9 
8: QO T oWeJ"Oil1 lO.QHHQII 
Elections m.ust be held for·, __ 
. . 
!Dorm Reps'(bydorm)- :Club Rep~·_ (byclub)-
Off-Campu,s ¥-{S openings) . G.A~ Apts• (1 per complex) 
Grad.~ Students*: (2 openings) 
I , · I 
* Anyone in·t~rested contact Bill Shayne (274 )-336(;j 
' . 
' • EleCtions will be held Sept. 8 
· · JnJJ_nfon lql:)Qf.)} ~3, _ ., , 
'. . ~ .. 
---- .,. - .. ·----- -- - - ------- ___ ,...._... ___ ~ .. ·- ---.. ---- -··"'• •, ___ ·,-- .----·-••••M 
,. 
j 
~ 
., 
. ., 
' 
' 
i 
,. 
:. 
--------~---'-•-•_. .,,_._.._~ __ ,-u_,_,_, ---- .. - -· ... _. __ -·· --------··-...!-,' ·- ___ _. ... -...! ,_.-,. - .... --·· - - - - ··- -- , - ---- •• __. ..... - _..,_ - -- '---- - - --- -- • 
St3Jf·"7 ork~ng --
Witlio·u·f · .: 
... ·Summer Jobs 
-, . 
~ " ' . 
[continued from page 5] 
Committee: you know. Really Mr. Dollarback, 
anything, You won't be sorry .... " • Contract 
By Paul Stern 
·operations and Maintenance 
Division of Physical Plant wor-
kers, the only labor union on 
campus, have been working 
without a contract since June 30, 
when their contract with Ithaca 
College expired. When ·negotia-
tions between the two parties 
broke· down over the summer, 
the ·union went on strike for four 
days. 
. The union, .represented by 
local 603 of the United Brother-
hood of C8!,Penters and Joiners, 
a division of the AFL/CIO, 
petitioned the National Labor 
Relations Board in late April to 
call an election for the P~!!e ·of 
de-certification from the uniOJl. 
On June 5, that election was held · · 
and the union was retained. 
Twenty five days after that, 
· the contract between Ithaca 
College and the union expired. 
The College offered a 6.1% wage 
increase but that was rejecte<l by 
the workers•on July 1. 
Later that day the workers 
authorized their representatives 
to call for a strike. Attempts by a 
mediator, Charles Kaiser, to 
reach a settlement, fell through. 
The union was requesting a 
40% increase, according to Itha-
ca College director of personnel 
Patrick Arthur. "But", said 
Arthur, "40% is out of sight ... it 
would obviou~ly incl'.~ase costs to 
the College out of sight."· 
On July·22 the union went 
out on strike: Picket lines were 
set up and the workers remained 
>'otit'"tilitil''Ju'fy'25. 1Af:ihuf explai,, 
ned that' the strike ended beca- 0 
use "The effect, of stopping 
construction on ·'campus didn't 
happen. Over half of the mem-
bership crossed the picket lines." 
That was the first time there 
has been' a strike in the history of 
the College; 
This week Kaiser contacted 
the College in an attempt to 
re-establish negotiations. It is 
hoped that talks will be ~d 
again next week. Said Arthur, 
"We hope to get this matter 
settled as soon as possible." 
"AD right, get off your knees Farinella. rn 
give you a chance. I do need some· help in 
inventory." 
"Inventory, yes sir, I can do that .for you. 
FIFO, LIFO G~ss Profit, yes sir, thank you sir."' 
"No Farinella, not that kind of.i.Jlventory. It's 
almost time to reorder supplies, Have Mrs. 
Jankins show you the stockroom, n'lake sure we've 
got enough staples and paperclips, need lots of 
pa~rclips." 
"Yes sir, thank you very much, you won't ~e 
~rry. You'll see ••• " 
"You're the manager?" asked Charles McCord, 
Vice President for College ~ons. and Resourse 
Dev~lc,p~,ent. 
· . "Y~s I un.. What can I do for you young man?" 
. "fm looking for a BUDlJDer job as a salesman." 
"Have you ever sold mens clothing before?" 
"Well not mens clothing, ~ sir. However I 
have had quite a bit of experience. in sales/' 
"Well I don't know. Selling mens clot.hes in a 
high class place like this is not like your everyday, 
typical. sales job." 
, . "Well.believe me sir, the type of eale!i I am in is 
' . no,t, Y~ur :~v~ryday. type o~ eale,s work~e!ther, "_· . 
. . ' ..  me?" in~ the'store manager. . 
"Oh nothhig, nothing at all" McCord ··contin-
ued, "I am quite sure that I can do the job for you." 
"Well we have no need for any new salesmen 
at the present time. Perhaps you ooold try again in 
a few weeks." The manager turned to walk away. 
McCord in an attempt to prove hie value to the 
manager didn't give up so quickly. "In. any event ·I 
would like to offer you eom_e advice. I noticed when 
l walked in here that the grounds outside are very 
spacious, I would suggest that you plant flowers 
out there, it might help-, to attract some people· 
passing by." --
"That's a very interesting thought," the store 
manager conceded, "However rm not sure if it 
1would be worth the upkeeP. _ ~t _ would be 
involved." · · · · 
"Also I see that between the two escalators 
over there you have a lot of unused space. You 
could really··attract 'customers if you would be 
willing to install a small fountain. They're very 
attractive and have a. way of drawing potential 
buyers_ that. i$. just unbelievable. Looks and 
'aesthetics can really make the difference between 
, .. an average ancl a superb Tocale • .w--;.,;,?·:;. ··:·:' ·i :·. :-- ~. • .;•· ~ 
"Why tl;umk you very much, Mr. McCord, I 
apprecia~ your ~oughts. However I dDl not 
.. ,Jl,~~ptjng.to_seJJ the stcl,re, I am trying to sell 
mens clothing. See, I w~ right, you just are not 
cut out for selling in this particular business." The 
manager againturned to walk aw~y., . . . , . 
"Just.~ne more minute sir, if I could. Before I 
.. leave, I WO!l~Cr • as long as rm here - if r could 
interest you. in purchasing a 14 Door tower. 
They're very beautiful, overlooking a gorgeous 
lake, and magnificent grounds. Only one million 
. do~ .. But hurry there's ·a limited quantity ...... . 
_, ' ' 
~
At last report, there are 59,340 state, regional 
and municipal public bodies and 41,336 privately 
owned companies in Italy. This means that one out 
of every 560'1talians is~ president"of something. 
No beer in· heaven Ha.ppy HourJ 
. He wh'? drin~s sl_~eps. 
He who sleeps does riot sin. 
He who does nQt sin goe$ to heaven. 
- - - - . - . - . . - , . ~' '' .. , . ' - ' - '/' 
Since we're·an ·going to heaven, 
--- let's all drink. 
At another chapter house ~appy hour:. 
Wednesday-through Saturday 6-8 P.M. 
$-1.50 60 oz~ pitchers beer. 
-
THE_-C~APTER HOUSE 
400-.St.ewart. Ave. 
.272~540 
., • 
.. 
Tbursdny 9/4/75 
Lunch 
So.up of the Day -
/ Grilled Cheese and Grilled 
Ham and Cheese 
Turkey Pot Pie with vege-
tables and cornbreak topping • 
Tuna or Egg Salad Plate 
Scrambled Eggs 
"Make Your Own Sandwich" 
Bar 
Dinner 
Soup of the Day 
Swiss Steak 
Roast Turkey with Dressing 
Pancake Excursion (fruited 
syrups) 
Salad Bar 
Friday, 9/5/75 
Lunch 
Soup of the Day 
Sloppy Joe Sandwich 
Turkey Salad Sandwich 
Tuna Noodle Casserole 
Melon Cold Plates 
Dinner 
Soup of the Day 
Grilled Chopped Steaks 
Pizza 
Fried Perch Fillets 
Saturday, 9/6/75 
Lunch 
Soup of the Day 
Hot Dogs with Sauerkraut 
and Baked Beans 
Link Sausage 
Bagels 
Cream Cheese 
Fruit Bowl 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion 
Tray 
Cheese Tray 
Cold Cut Tray 
Dinner 
Soup of the Day 
Spagetti with Meatballs 
Meatloaf 
Cheese Omelets 
Monday, 9/8/75 
Lunch 
Soup of the Day 
Hoagies 
Grilled Reuben Sandwich 
Macaroni and Cheese 
Sherbet Fruit Plate 
Dinner 
Soup of the Day 
Baked · Ham · with Raisin 
Sauce 
Pepper Steak 
French Pipped Waffles with 
Strawberries 
Salad Bar 
Tuesday, 9/9/75 
Lunch 
Soup of the Day 
Burger on 1/2 Towers Roll 
Beef Pot Pie 
Chefs Salad Plate 
Corned Beef on Rye with 
Dill Pickle 
Ravioli 
French Toast . 
Melon Fruit 
Ice Cream Excursion 
.... , Dinner· ·.-· ·, ~· <- · 
C~ttage Cheese 
Humbo Jumbo 
Plate with Soup of the Day 
Breaded ~ork Chops 
Dinner 
Chilled V-8 Juice 
Bar-B-Que Chicken 
Hamburgers __ 
Buffalo Steak 
..... _ . Salad .Bar . . - . 
II'- .... i.. :,_·-.- ,., .- ...... , --- .. 
Sunday, 9/7/75 
Brunch 
French Toast 
Scrambled Eggs 
Fried Eggs 
Cheese Steak Hoagie 
Baked Turbot 
, __ ,. -- h ~ 
. ... 
. .., 
:·-." ---------· 
,' ·' ., .... , .. ; ,., .. ;··· 
.', 1 (f' ., .,- .L, .. I ! 
•-;; .': 
SPO·RTS 
,_-_, .. ,_,··'A:Pew WQrds• BefOre· 
tlie·G.a.m:es·· ..... 
By~eGorman 
Soccer .. 0 
The Ithaca College football 
team has been getting in shape 
for their 1975 - season since 
_August 21 when practices began. 
you have to use your head Few changes - have been -made within the team aJthough 12 men did- not return this 
summer ll'ho were in'vited to. 
come. . Last year MacCormack ser-
By Marcie.Gorman ved as a graduate assistant coach 
. so the department is quite 
The Ithaca ColJege varsity f .1. ·th h. h ·· ·th am1 1ar w1 1m, as e 1s w1 
soccer and hockey tE:ams are th d rt t c epa men. fortunate enough to have a new -
coach, Allan G. MacCor~ack, - Before his coming to I.C., 
from Sydney Nova Scotia. . MacCormack earned his bache-
MacCormac~ has replaced his !or's degree in physical education 
brot~er Wdfre~ MacCormack at St. Lawrence University in 
who recently res1_gned fr~':11 I.~. Canton, N.Y., while he also• 
for a new coach!ng position m served as team captain and was 
Nova ~cotia. named the most valuable player. 
Maccormack also won the lnde-
pendarit College Athletic Confer-
ence All-Star honors in both 
sports he will be coaching here at 
Ithaca College. 
Coach Alan McCormack 
feels that-this years squad has 
more than enough competition as 
50 players went out for the team. 
Alan then stated that there will 
}le only enough room for 20 
players on this season's squad. 
Coach MacCormack 
work!'ngout 
Coach Butterfield said, "The Coach Butterfield 
scrimage helpe~ ·l? show errors. · The men seemed to be very 
that must be elimmated such as .ted bo t th · 0 · comm· g. -
· terl d la k f exci a u ell' p· P:18~ I;" , erence an . c O , season, as thell' ians are eagerly 
· &scipline. The team 15 young wat"ting to see them in action. On 
~d ~though we _lost some m~n. Saturday September 18, the I.C. 
its Just a quest~on of teachmg Bombers -will host St, La nee 
the JJew players. at 12:30 on South Hill Fi:[I for 
"We'~ going to take one\ t~eir.first game. 
ga!11e at a time and n_ot ?well on This past Saturday, .the 
_ 74s success ,?f w_mrung the 'team had their first scriniage 
Lambert Bowl, contmued Coach : against Cortland which ended 
Butterfield. with a score of 27-27. 
Returning from last year 
starters are -Quaterback Jerry -- Alo,ng with Coach. Butter-
Boyes, Defensi~e Tackle Larry 
When asked what to look for Czarnecki, Split End Willard field are three graduate assistant 
thlS. season,' Coac_h McCormack Bryant and James Szczerba, coaches, Gabe Timpano, Mike Motta and Fil Jularbal. 
· quickly stated that "we would ...,.De_fe""!'ns_iv•e•E•n•d··----------------~ 
definitely have more,... scoring 
punch than a year a~." The , 
Bombers first exhibition game· 
will be the 17th -at Cornell. 
·Edna's Bc,-utiq·ue 
_ Ostervil'le; Mass. 
* ·PatronizeBontberSports *···; 
ITHACA.STUDENT SERVl·CE. 
-CORPo s. ·va ..... ;~ll, ... ,@Y 
Bus· 
·Schedule 
RECORD STORE 
OPENS-
Monday September 8~ Effe.cti~e Sepiem~r 7, 197 
·Forltus SECOND YEAR e!! 
CQlleU.-Nar1tt c.,ua Union 
.......... we··;::;;;;;;;··rh;······ 
8-0,WEST 
Rfsl•Y & Saleh 001'1111 - · 
. Ba!t9r Fla~.;f'ole · 
ITHACA COLLEGE EgbettJJnlon / 
Court & Cayuga Sts, 
<Presbyter:11111. -~-P.!bt 
EplscopaJ> _ 
·-Court & Aurora Sts, 
lMetl\Odlst. Unitarian) 
Prices· In Town S.nec• · & GIM¥a- Sts. ce,_ 0t1bo6w. Rollllrt Cethol1c-> 
) - REl\JRN 
--
·SGflOCa &'Genova Sts, 
Coul"'t & C:ayuga Sts. 
Court & Aurcra_ Sts. 
ITHACA COLLEGE Egb9rt Union 
CDVELL eaicar- Flag Pote 
Rl•ley & Balch Dor!IIS 
Nc>rih Cellpus Union 
/ 
. - -
' ',. -.. ~~; .,....~ :--.. --.. - ... ,, ... , .. ,- ·~ 
·"" -
, • .,,-- ... '4!·-! 1'4 ~- • • 
' (\ ,' " C -
,912' 
9r2'7 
9:30 
9:40' 
9:50 .-
9:55_ 
"9a58 
--10:00-
. 10:02 
10:10 
10t20 
10,a · 
10,25 
1012" 
10:27 
10:30 
10:40 
10:SO 
10:55' 
-10,,s 
1,1:00 
11:02 
· II :10 
11 :20 
II :23 
11&25 
12:25 
12:30--
12:32 
12:40 
12:,0 
12:53 
1215' 
._I'• 
··.1. 
:: . : '-., 
.~ •.· -... . 
.. ... ·-. :~, -· ·.., 
!-
,. 
·' 
,_ 
' 
: 
'· 
.C 
Septe~.ber_.:~·. · -
...__ 13 Sat. St. Lawrence· l 2:30'H 
27 Sat. Cortland 12:30 H 
October 
18 Sat. Wilkes 1 :30 H 
(Homecoming) 
Novemb~r 
. ,, . '·-·.:- ,·~ ~., __ . 
' • • r ,. 
20 Sat. Albany 1 :30.A 
4 Sat. Alfred 1 :30 A 
11 Sat. ~pringfield 1 :30 A 
l Sat. Hobart' (Parent's Weekend) 12:30 H 
8 Sat. RIT 12:30 H 
Dear Cathy [L'Chaim], 
The ~p~ent of swa~ , 
and yellow stars are iii:· Please · · :ai1aaaaau.uai11111nan1111111111111111uaaaaaaaoaaasaaaaaaanaaaa" 
pick them up as soon as possible • - : 
for distn'bution. ~ ,~ F· · : WANTED 
SPORTS WRITERS NEEDED. 
NO E~ERIENCE REQUIRED 
INQUIRE AT ITHACAN OF-
FICE OR CALL MARCIE AT X 
559. WE NEED YOU TO. GET 
INVOLVED. 
To Don Runyon · Clarke Hall -Eichmann : , .. : 
~°:!;,i:i~~!·do::.m:~!~: !i':~~-1 .. ~::gsu!:::ti;°an~ tc;~ E ; ~ 
'SUNY nowintoo. . Lo;:d ~YOU'VE MISSED ~l ooo ~ 
DearJ,J._. U you liked last night WANTED: Yellow, Orange, or· : 
so much, do you want to do it Green curtains for dorm room : 
again? rd love to! Love, B.P · closets. Call Cindy x482. : Whoever found my kellygreen 
raincoat with · the voluminous 
pockets in the gym at registra-
tion please return before I melt. 1973 Lotus Europa Special - LOST: from outside Union 
Yours truly, Robin Hope Fisher' 8 /Black- lnte . • 4 speed • Cafeteria • blue 5 subje~ n~te-
rown _nO!", I b('Ok which was in a"':'maroon• 
Garden Apt,_ .29-9:1 ~ 2'J1;;l~~~- ~_alloy .. :w,heels_; ·-AM-FM;. 1:4,000 _·w· bite L-:."1!' 1.;:.:.:'. The notes are 
Tha.nkS',. __ -, .. -~"'- . . · · ' - iniles; 30 'plus MPG; ~- · very v::i:h~ PJease return to 
· late; 272-8246 - 311 Landon, x569. Reward. 
Lost last Friday night in vicinity 
of Aurora and State St., one pair 
of grey-silver rimmed glasses. · 
Will reward._ ~~ Jim, 277-0J}8. 
Rewahl offered for return of 
plants taken from 1st floor of 
Talcott on Friday afternoon. No 
questions asked. Please write 
Box d:38. 
A NEW BUSINESS, the Watch 
Shop, now open at 119 E. Buffalo 
St., devC)ting its entire effort to 
watch and clock repairing. New 
and antique. 30 years of experi· 
ence and service. 
... : • .,,J. .. 
WELCOME BACK· 
- • - •• ; • ~-.. - - •• - ,..•-- _;-,pur... -~ • 
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FRENCH 
.... _ 4: ' .,,.. . . ..; ·- _., 
CONNECTION 
: ....... !'I • ... ~ ... • - ... 
... ~ . 
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Mi.xed Drinks 
·Beer On Tap 
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·- -Sports writers in touch with the • • 
campus sports scene needed for = c o n ,I!. - = 
the Ithaca New Times. ·can 5_ 0 u a eg e u OW 1111_ § 
272-8011 weebm.y afternoons. r--~~===-====~_!!~~~=-==~~=::;-----~~--..... -=---~ :=i11111aa1111111111a1a111at111i11111111111111a11aa11a111aaa11aaaa11i 
The Progr of , 
the Year isn't on 
TV. 
It's in the .LL\ir Force 
ROTC. 
look into the Air Force ROTC. And there are -
4-year, 3-year, or 2-year programs to choose from. 
Whi~hever you select, you'll leave ·college with a com-
mission as an Air Force officer. With opportunities for a 
position with responsibility ... challenge ... and, of course, 
financial rewards-and security. · 
· The courses themselves prepare you for l~adership 
positions ahead. Positions as a member of an aircrew •.• 
or as a missile launch officer; .. positions using mathe-
matics ... scierices ••. ~r:igil'!eering·. _ · · · _ 
. look out for yourself. Loo~into.the Air Force ROTC 
programs o_n campus. . .,.I 
LtCol William McPeek · 
__ Co_rnell Universi,:y:._.· · . · .. · 
'(~()7) 2-56-4004:·-. < ~ - .· · 
'-t Jt -81-~.fn.Air.Force.ROTC . . : .. 
~ ·,,:. _·.-:,, - • ... -- • .A - • .\-: . 
0 
0 
Ctl'I Fl iMMRiht&!AS#? 11$Si'4# 5%d5iJ.1 Ii S#J 4!if:'4t6 5§ tttb+&Yi#Pidi#,P.··· 4 fr',"J:·': :, 
$1 .50 6·o oz. Pi.tchers of Beer 
60 ¢ Screwdrivers 
. . 
Frid9y 4 - 6 pm ·at 
THE CHAPTER HOUSE 
400 STEWART AVE.· 
ALL BEERS.ARE-CREA TED EQUAL-
·T·HE C--HOLJS·E MAKES THE DIFFE.RENCE. 
. •. / : '\.~ ' :;,' .. ' -. -
,.:, . '• 
T'",."'r ... 
.., 
. ,, 
,. 
.. 
. . . .. ' '' .... ' ' '-· ' -
. . - .- ' . ' . . - . 
. . '.' ' . ' '' -, . . .. 
- - . . . . . . . - . . -, : . .. -. - . - - ' --- . .. . -
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